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Drugs Involved

Nine Charged
Police At
Rock Concert
Nine
persons, including
two
lodged in the city jail, according to
juveniles, were arrested on drug
police. His bond is $300.
charges at a rock concert at Murray
Anne Jones, )9, has been charged ,
MEAL PROGRAM UNDERWAY — Several local persons were invited to
Stuart Poston; Susan Usrey, Mrs. Irma EaFollette, Mayor John Scott, Anne
State University last night. Officials -with possession of marijuana and is
attend the first session Monday of a nutritional meals program being sponFlood, Lochie Hart, Rosezella Outland, Caroline Rodden, Dan Rodden. Lansaid none of those arrested were MSU
lodged in city jail, according to police,
sored locally by the Murray Calloway County Senior Citizens. From left to
students.
na Hughes, and Walt Apperson.
•
who also said that charges for. right are cooks Lorene Ellis and Rosine Malcom; Hospital
Four of those, including the two
possession for purpose of resale.--are .
Administrator
juveniles, were hospitalized at the
pending: Her bond is $2,500.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for
-Jerry Baker, 21, is being held in citY
treatment of drug overdoses,according
jail on charges of possession of
to hospital officials.
marijuana, and charges for possession
One of the juveniles was treated and
for
purpose of resale are pending,
The first meal was served Monday
operation of the program," he added.
chairman of the local project, said that
own. At the present time, the food
released at the hospital, and the other is
according to police. His bondls $2,500.
under a new federally-funded program
program
The
is presently limited to
currently the meals and activities will
service is contracted through the in satisfactory condition in the
City Police, who made the arrests
that is being initiated here by the
20 participants per meal day.
be held on Monday, Wednesday and
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
intensive care unit of the hospital. The
with - the assistance-of-university
Murray-Calloway
County
Additional persons who are interested
Senior
Friday of each week at the Douglas
Rodden and Blaustein emphasized
juveniles will be charged with public
security officers, said the arrests were,
Citizens organization.
in the program may have tfltlirtaines
Community Center at noon.
that the program is not designed as a
intoxication and disorderly conduct,
for the most part, separate incidents at
placed on a waiting list.
-welfare" program. They said
officials said.
the rock concert.
The program is designed to provide
"The nutrition committee of the
After the program has been in
participants are asked to make a
Dale
Rayburn,
19,
satisfactory
is
in
nutritional meals for senior citizens as
Police said three pounds of
Murray-Calloway
County
Senior
operation for three months the
donation toward the cost of the meal.
condition at the hospital, and is charged
well as to "get the participants in the
marijuana, 25 marijuana cigarettes, 45
Citizens board has been working on
committee hopes to expand it to include
"The donations are anonymous," with public intoxication and disorderly
mainstream of life," Allen Blaustein,
assorted pills, two smoking devices,
planning the project since October of
35 persons, and hopefully expand to five
Blaustein pointed out, "and those who conduct, according,to hospital officials,
director of the local Senior Citizens
and several syringes and assorted
1975," Blaustein said. "We are in the
._
.
days a week, Rodden said. Also at that
can afford the full price $1.60 for the and Murray City Police.
program said.
paraphenalia were confiscated.
process of purchasing additional
time the committee hopes to begin
meal contribute that much. Others
John Langston, 18, was treated and
Blaustein, along with Dan Rodden, equipment and supplies for the
Green said he is writing a letter today"-preparation of the food served on its
contribute only what they can afford."
released, and has been charged with
to university officials urging that the
Transportation to and from the public intoxication, according to
university not prorhote such concerts in
Douglass Center can be provided. hospital officials and police. Langston
the future, due to the fact that drug use
Further information can be obtained at has been released on $30 bond.
is apparently commonplace at many of ,
the Senior Citizens Center,205 S. 7th St.,
Pamela Chandler, 19, has been
them, and that the majority of those in
(
or by calling 753-0929.
released on $30 bond after being
attendance are not Murray Stai(e
Those serving on the nutrition charged with public intoxication,
/
students.
committee
include
Rodden
as according to police.
Dr. Constantine Curris, president of
chairman, Irma LaFollette, viceKent Faulconer, 20, is being held in
the university, said in a statenient this
chairman; Jana Hughes, secretary; Murray City Jail on charges of public
DETROIT (AP) - A nationwide
at Ford plants.
morning, "We are in the p,r'ocess of a
facilities in 22 states -- from
Louise Sickel, Caroline Rodden, intoxication and disorderly conduct,
strike by 170,000 Ford Motor Co.
UAW President Leonard Woodcock
review of the concert, and understand
Massachusetts to California - and
Rosezella Outland, Ann Flood, JoAnne according to police. His bond is $80.
workers appeared certain for midnight
said Monday he feared it would be
that none of those rfested was a
paralyze the nation's No. 2 auto maker.
Harmon, Rev. C. E. Timberlake, and
today after United Auto Workers
Terry Dunston, 18, has been charged
"absolutely impossible" to arrive at an
Murray State Univer4ty student. In no
Mrs. Helen Hogancamp.
bargainers, rejecting the company's
with possession of marijuana, and is
If the UAW strikes and the walkout is
agreement before the 11:59 p.m. EDT
way do we condóne this type of
latest offer, left the negotiating room
a prolonged one, up to 170,000 auto
deadline.
behavior, and we must seriously
with no plans to return.
supply employes could face layoffs.
examine the desirability of restricting
He said there was only a "one-in-aPresident Ford said in Washington
In addition, a spokesman for Fordour conceres to Murray State
hundred"
chance of avoiding the 'first
today a strike would hurt the nation's
Canada said that even though both
Universit
944tudents. We cannot allow a
full-scale
walkout
against
Ford
since
economy and he expressed hope a
sides agreed to extend the current
recurre
of this type of behavior, and
1967.
settlement still is possible.
contract for Ford workers in Canada, a
I do rot think it appropriate for the
"A strike could have, would have,
strike in the United States would lead to
Even Ford officials conceded for the
univeisit0 to engage in frisk and
some unfavorable aspects as far as the
first time that they no longer were
the layoffs of 14,000 employes within a
seizure procedures in order to provide
economy is concerned," Ford said in an
hopeful of avoiding a strike over a new
week due to parts shortages.
_Aiir students with entertainment." interview on NBC-TV's"Today Show."
three-year
contract. "I'm
not
- The concert was sponsored by the
WASHINGTON(AP)- The Senate is ready to pass* 53
Financial analysts say a brief strike
/
4-year extension
A Ford spokesman said today
particularly
optimistic,"
the
university
student
of the federal revenue-sharing program that would return $41.2 billion to the/
would have no harsh impact on Ford,
government
negotiators for both sides were on call
company's top bargainer, Vice
organization, and was held in the MSU
nation's states, counties and municipalities.
its workers or the economy. However:a
but no meetings were scheduled. The
President Sidney F. McKenna, said in
(ieldhouse.
The Senate added prohibitions on discrimination based on religion, afie
walkout of more than four weeks could
spokesman said there were no reports
announcing details of the firm's latest
and physical handicaps in programs receiving revenue-sharing money: A
begin to hurt the firm and its employes
of substantial ahsenteeism this
offer.
final vote is scheduled today.
financially and dampen the natioo's
morning when the first shift checked in
A strike would force shutdown of 102
The current revenue-sharing program expires Dec. 31. It Was the
economic recovery.
hallmark of then-President Richard M. Nixon's New Federalisre when it
, was established in 1972 and has distributed approximately $80 billion to
ATLANTA; Ga. - Michael David
39,000 municipalities, counties and states since then.
,Robertson, campus minister at Murray
No significant opposition to the extension emerged during Senate debate
...State University, has been elected to
Monday.
the staff of the Southern Baptist
In June,the House-passed a 33.4-year extension that would guarantee $24.9
Convention Home Mission Board.
billion for the local and state governments.
Directors named Robertson assistant
Differences between the two bills would have tebe worked out in a Housedirector of the Department of Special
Senate conference, with only a few weeks beforexthe Oct. 2target date for adMission Ministries.
By DAVE RILEY
Congress is in session he has to "make
week of the candidate's travels in
journment for the November elections.
He will recruit, process, select and
Associated Press Writer
search of votes. But that hasn't slowed
sure it doesn't go off the deep end."
Sen. Mike Gravel, D-Alaska, who offered the antidiscrimination amendassign
volunteers for the Christian
Jimmy Carter agrees with President
Carter's criticism of Ford's leadership.
Ford said in an interview: "When we
ments to the bill as it was approved earlier by the Senate Finance ComService Corps, Sojourners, Innovators
Ford's refusal to allow Vietnam to join
The President defended his stay-atdo have an opportunity following the
mittee, said the Treasury Department has refused to carry out "a
and SPOTS (Special Projects Other
the United Nations and says the men
time Congress adjourns, we certainly
home strategy today, saying that as
reasonable civil rights program" in administering revenue-sharing.
Than Summer).
appointed to the Supreme Court by long as the Democratic-controlled will be tampaigning. With CongresS in
The committee bill prohibits discrimination based on national origin, race,
Robertson is a graduate. of Memphis
Ford and Richard Nixon are doing a
session, it is vitally important that
color and sex.
State University and Southern Baptist
good job.
someone be here to check on their
Sen. Rossell B. Long, D-La!,kthAommittee chairman, said the areas adTheological Seminary. He has done
It apparently is part of an effort by
activities."
ded by Gravel's dinendment were already covered in current civil rights
graduate work at Murray State.
the Carter campaign to put a more
The President spoke on. NBC-TV's
laws.
Prior to becoming campus minister,
conservative foot forward in the second
Today Show."
Under both the House and Senate measures, the states get one-third of the
he served as a U. S.-2 Missionary for
Carter began Monday in the South,
money and the municipal and county governments get the rest.
the Home Mission Board, and
(See Politics,Page 10)
Officials from Frankfort will be in
The House bill provided funding of $6.65 billion annually, but the Senate
was a systems analyst-computer
Murray Wednesday evening to discuss
bill increases that by $200 million each year to cc•.,er inflation.
programmer.
recently approved Bikeway plans for
The House included the same basic civil rights provisions in its bill.
Ve and his wife, June, have two
the City of Murray, according to City
children.
Partly cloudy and mild tonight and
Planner Stephen Zea.
Wednesday. Low tonight around 60
Zea said that the meeting will be held
High Wednesday in the low 80s
at 7:30 p.m. in the council chambers of
Thursday mild with a chance of
A meeting of the Murray City
City Hall and that all interested persons
showers.
Council's central billing committee will
are invited to attend.
Sixteen students of the Murray School
be held Wednesday at 4:30 p.m. in the
of Practical Nursing received their
council chambers of City Hall
caps Friday morning, September 10.
according to Dr. C. C. Lowry,chairman
The impressive capping service was
of the committee.
held in Hale's Chapel of the Murray
Proposals submitted from . PSR
First United Methodist Church.
Computer Services of Murray, IBM,
Featured speaker Ann Ingle, RN,
and Central Services of Jackson, Tn.,
Nurse Practioner at Murray State'
will be presented to the committee
University's Student Health Services.,
along with the water and sewer
stressed to the students the importance
committee, the Murray Electric Plant
of basic nursing skillg to quality patient
Board and the natural gas committee.
care. The caps were then presented by
Dr. Lowry said that he expects the
Joyce
Morrison, RN, program
central billing committee to make a
coordinator and Shirley Robinson, RN,
recommendation on which proposal
instructor.
would be most advantageous to Murray
The traditional presentation of caps
at the next meeting of the Murray City
took place upon the students'
Council.
completion of eighteen weeks of .preclinical training. The students from
Calloway, Fulton, Graves and Marshall
TODAY'S INDEX
counties in Western Kentuay now
One Section Today
begin thirty-one weeks of clinical
Local Scene
nursing training.
2,3
Dear Abby
2
Upon graduation from the school in
Horoscope
3
April 1977, each student will be eligible
.„,s4
Let's Stay Well
to take the state board examination to
Miss Karen Crick, right, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clayborn Crick of
Opinion Page
4
become a licensed practical nurse. The
Garrott's Galley
Kirksey, was named as winner of the Glenda Boone Memorial Scholarship
4
STUDENTS OF THE MURRAY SCHOOL Of PRACTICAL NURSING RECEIVE
Murray School of Practical Nursing is
Crossword
..5
of the Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club. Presenting her with
CAPS
— They are left to right(back row) Geraldine Gibson, Nancy Teckenadministered by the Murray Area
67
Sports
the scholarship is Mrs. Virgil Harris, chairman of the Sigma Department.
brock, Cada Sanderson, Margaret Winders, Valerie Noffsinger, and Mary
Vocational
affiliated
Center
with
is
and
Comics
8
Miss Crick a 1974 graduate of Calloway County High School, is a junior at
lane Howard (center row) Donna Ellis, Martha Reed, Cheryl Dillon, Kathy
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
89
Classifieds
Murray State University with a major in elementary education. Her grade
McGillon,and Betty Hatt;(front row)Lori Zacheretti, Marilyn Wallace, Myra
and
Convalescent
clinical
Division
for
Deaths & Funerals
10
point average is 352.
Johnson, LaDon Dobson, and Glenda Winstead.
practice.
s,

Nutrition-Activities Program Begins Here

Nationwide Strike By Workers
For Ford-Motors Appears Sure

1 Senate Ready To
Pass Revenue Bill

Robertson Named
To Baptist Board

Carter Agrees With Ford On
Not Admitting Vietnain To UN

Bikeways Meeting
Set Wednesday

Central Billing
Meeting Slated
For "Wednesday

Cloudy and Mild

Students Receive Caps At Ceremony

s
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Parents of Murray Cooperating

Couple To Be Honored

Pre-School Meet At The School
An orientation meeting for
the parents of Murray
Cooperating Pre-school was
held at the University School
on Tuesday,September 7.
Mrs. Nancy Hankins,
president, presided over the
business
meetiag,. Ste
welcomed all members a14
introduced the officers. Mrs.
Sophie Sagrera, treasurer,
submitted the budget for the
-1976-77 school year.
Mrs. Sara Hussung, preschool teacher, explained the
parent
concept
of
a
cooperative. Each‘parent, she
said, functions as a teacher
and brings his or her own
talents into the program. Mrs.
Hussung then described a
typical day at pre-school.
Included in the daily program
are music, art work, blocks,
books, puzzles, and out door
- play.
Mrs. Connie
Brewer
discussed field trips for the
tear.
The children will visit the
police and fire stations, a
dentist's office, the library,
the post office, a dairy farm,
and the university theater.

After the business meeting,
refreshments were served.
A few vacancies still exist in
the program. For information
call Jane Denbow,753-8417.

Lineups for the Group A of
The Women's Tennis of the
Murray Country for play on
Thursday, September 16, at
nine a. m. have been released
by Peggy Billington, captain,
as 0160WS:

An inlay is a kind of decoration usually made by cutting a
design out of the surface of one
material and putting other materials into the hollows.

Pats, and Grunt are plan n
rorly (*I wordritng

f4. an

This announcement is neither an offer to sell nor a solicitation
of an offer to buy any of these securities.
The offering is made by the Prospectus,

Now you can earn up to

/0

with CREDITHRIFT Investment Notes
Price: 100%
(Available In denominations of $100 or more)
Annual interest of 774% to 916% is payable quarterly
(Or monthly On Notes of $5,000 cir.onore) or, it the
purchaser prefers, interest is compounded quarterly
and payable at maturity only. Maturities of two, five, or ten
years are available.

10 years
5 years
2 years

Effective Annual Interest Rate
(1 newel s paid
quanerly or monthly)

Of retiree at oom
pounded quarterly and
paid at maturity only)

9.75%
8.75%
7.75%

10.11%
9.04%
7.98%

CREDITHRIFT Investment Notes. Series A. are being
issued by CREDITHRIFT Financial. Inc, a holding
company whosertubsidiaries are engaged primarily in
consumer finance, credit-related insurance, and casualty
insurance activities. The net proceeds from the Investment
Notes, Series A, will be used by CREDITHRIFT to retire
certain outstanding indebtedness, and the balance, if any
will be added to the general funds of CREDITHRIFT
A copy of the Prospectus may be obtained from a
'sip ems,dative of CFC investment feci who is licensed in
this State, The representative(s) serving this area is listed
below. Or, if you prefer, phone toll-free at 800-457-3741 (in
Indiana, 800-742-3784) for a copy of the Prospectus.

PHONE TOLL-FREE

800-457-3741
(In Indiana, 800-742-3784)

CREWZR1/71

Blames Abby for
Losing Her Man
By Abigail Van Buren
1976 by Chicego Tr*oun. N Y News Synd

inn

*

Corinne Stripling, Kathy
Burchfield, Nancy Whitmer,
and Georgianna Moffitt.
Ann Williams, Rosemary
Wanrer, Patsy Oakley, and
Nancy Walston.
Ann Burke, Janet Meriden,
Brenda Marquardt, and
Peggy Billington.

tWP pleMed Ito onnottn( r thof
l'arg‘ Jo tiorkern. brule-Plect
fauns filmic hal wlett.1 her molten and sown)... front "die CooM
rele40 brutal regAstrs.

Maturity

Mrs. Robert L. Burton II, Arrangements of fresh
recent bride, the former flowers were used and copper
Kathy Converse, has been the appointments were used.
honoree at two bridal events.
For the event the honoree
The first was a breakfast chose to wear a cranberry
held at the Holiday Inn on striped dress and was
Thursday, August 19, at 9:30.._ presented a corsage by the
a.m. with Mesdames A. C. hostesses who also gave
Sanders, Maurine Hopson,
heaosnsdtteo Msrs.rJ. M
Co
to
on,
nnB.p urC
Doug Hocking, Gus Robert- verseg
Mrs. Bob
son, Jr., Richard Jones, and mother
mother-in-law
Macon
Blankenship as respectively of the bride, and
- Mrs. Effie Burton and Mrs.
The honoree was presented Marvin Raj/ -.6f"-lira3PITeld,— with a hand made afghan as a grandmothers of the honoree.
wedding gift from the
The
ted the
hostesses. Arrangements of honoree with the
platter and
roses were used on the tables serving bowl of her chosen
and covers were laid for pattern of ironstone
as a
twenty-five persons.
wedding gift.
Mesdames Dan Hutson,
Fifty persons called during
Fred Schultz, M. C. Ellis,
the hours of 10:30 a.rn. to 12:30
Henry Fulton, Jim Clopton,
p.m.
and Miss Vivian Hale entertained with a coffee on
Tuesday, August 24, at the
home of Mrs. Hutson.
The beautifully appointed
serving tables were set up in
the breakfast room of the Afraid of strangers? That
particular phobia is called,
home and also in the gazebo.
"Xenophobia."

Tennis Lineups
Given, Thursday

DEAR ABBY: I know you'll never print this, but I just
want you to know that your advice has ruined one life.
Mine.
Ten years ago I was going with Paul, a guy I really
loved. He wanted me to go all the way with him, and I
really wanted to, but I had it drummed into me that I
should save myself for marriage, so I wrote to you for
advice. You told me that if I lost Paul because I wouldn't
give in, he wasn't Werth having.
Well, Paul met another girl yiho gave him what he
wanted, and he married her. They've been married for
eight years and have a great marriage.
If I had giVen-iii-to Patil, he'd have married me instead.
I'm married to a nice guy, but I still love Paul and always
will. I wish I hadn't taken your advice. Thanks for
nothing
SORRY
DEAR SORRY: When a girl asks me if she should go all
the way, I advise against it on the theory that she lacks
the maturity to handle that kind of relationship, or she
wouldn't be asking.
P.S. How do you know how "great" Paul's marriage is?
And how can you be sure he would have married you had
you given in?
DEAR ABBY: I am a diabetic and should not have
sugar. My problem is how to stay on my restricted diet
and still enjoy some kind of social life.
I belong to a club and a church circle, and the
refreshments they serve are loaded with sugar. I've been
eating the refreshments, even though I know I shouldn't,
because I don't want to advertise the fact that I'm
diabetic, and I feel awkward refusing refreshments while
everyone else is eating.
I don't know how to handle this situation. I suppose the
simplest solution would be to stay away from the
meetings, but isn't there another answer?
DIABETIC
DEAR DIABETIC: Your problem is being embarrassed
about a condition over which you have no control. You
need not "advertise" it, but you could let your hostess
know in advance that you can't tolerate sugar. You are
foolish to hide it, and even more foolish to go off your diet
and upset your sugar level.
DEAR ABBY: I was amused to see in your column the
letter from "TRAVELIN' MAN" who said that years ago,
bums and drifters would snot) by the back door of the
undertaker's to try on used choppers for size. You replied,
'Recycled dentures? You're puttin' me on!"
Abby, he was not puttin' you on. Back in the 30s, there
was a general merchandise store in Barnhart, Mo., (20
miles south of St. Louis) that featured a washtub full of
used dentures for sale. People would come in_and try them
on for size—germs and all.
The store has since burned down, but I can vouch for the
fact that there was such a place.
LOU FROM ST LOUIS
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know." send St to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose • long
self-addressed, stamped 20) envelope

Mr. and Mrs. John H. Peterson
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Peterson will be honored on their
golden wedding anniversary at a reception givenby their
children at the Oak Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church
on Sunday,September 19,from two to four p.m._
Their children are Robert A. Peterson, Westland, Mich.,
Mrs. Mary Ruth Geyer, Taylor, Mich., and William (Bill)
Peterson, Kirksey.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend as no invitations will be sent. The couple requests that friends not
bring gifts.
Mrs. Peterson is the former Garvie McElrath, daughter of
the late John F. and Ima McEirath. Mr. Peterson is the son of
the late W. F. and Pearl Peterson.

Dr. Lorrah Spends
Summer In England
Dr. Jean Lorrah, Associate
Professor of English at
Murray State University, has
returned from spending her
Summer
Professional
Improvement Leave in
England.
As she is a specialist in
Medieval British Literature,
she spent the summer tracing
the Pilgrim's Way from
Winchester to Canterbury.

Independence Methodist Women
Hold Program Meeting -At Church
The Independence United
Methodist Church Women met
Thursday, September 9; at
7:30 p. m. at the church with
Mrs. Pam Cunningham
singing "Touring That City"
for the opening song.
MrS. Maurita Burkeen,
president, led the devotion on
the subject, "The Ministry of
The World We Live In." She
closed with prayer.
Mrs.
Mary
Phillips,
secretary, read the minutes,
and Mrs. Kathy Cunningham
gave the financial report.

New book shelves have been
donated to the primary and
beginner class rooms as the
last project of the women A
donation was given to the
Junior class to use for
materials for the room.
Ten members were present
who were Mesdames Lovelle
Oglesby, Pam Cunningham,
Charlene Tyler, Mary Opal
Hopkins, Edna Cunningham,
Kathy Cunningham, Myrtle
Jones, Desiree Duncan,
Maurita Burkeen, and Mary
Phillips.

REWARD
Eat the food that won the West.
Win a Pinto as our guest.
MY OCANSEA
3AuSikGE
JUSTICE TO YOUR
- APPE111.AND1O
YOUR E3UDGET1

coot over to Jerry's every Wed
•ay
night for the food the West loved
S best.
Choose from two sizes of choke steak.
Barbecue chicken or beef. Smoked sausage and beam. And special Kidstuff.
After you've enjoyed the good things to
eat, you may win a prize to keep. Like a
1977 Ford Pinto or other prizes. Register
any Wednesday night 'til Dec. 8, 1976 No
purchase necessary

NANC1AL INC.

In Murray:

Ross Wilder,Suite 2 Bel-Air Shopping Center
Phone 753-5573

Rour t
Iam, FROMa
Every Wednesday night
South 12th Street

Mrs. Robert Burton II
Is Honored At Events

MOM IN

great frequency."
Dr. Lorrah took her mother,
Mrs. Marie Lorrah of St
Cloud, Florida, with her on
this trip, and together they
walked many miles of the
original footpaths trod by the
Medieval pilgrims. "It is
amazing to find how much of
the route is still kept open as
public footpaths. We had to
walk across fields, through
herds of cattle, over stiles, and
across rivers by steppingstones. Along the way we met
many local people using the
footpaths, never realizing they
were following trails that go
back thousands of years."
Visiting
the
shrines,
churches, and monuments
along the way, Dr. Lorrah
took many slides, which she is
putting together in the form of
a slide lecture. Any local
group interested in her
presentation may contact her
through the Murray State
Speakers' Bureau.

Dr. Jean Lorrah
"Most people are familiar
with Medieval pilgrims from
Chaucer's Canterbury Tales,"
says Dr. Lorrah. "In his time,
the most-frequented shrine in
England was that of Thomas a
Becket, in Canterbury.
However, the pilgrimages did
not begin with the martyrdom
of Becket; they originally
went to shrines all over the
world, and for centuries the
most famous one in England
was that of St. Swithun, in
Winchester. Thus, later, what
had originally been the end of
most pilgrimages in England
became the beginning,and the
route from- Winchester to
Canterbury was traveled with

Hospital Report
September 8,1976
Adults 135
-Newry9 - --NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Milliken (mother
Virginia I.), 505 N. 1st.,
Murray, Baby Girl Hill
(rhother Phyllis), Rt. 1, Almo.
DISMISSALS
Thomas L. Watkins, 1409
Vine St., Murray, Mrs. Peggy
S. Chadwick, Rt. 5, Box 2105,
Murray, Davie L. Oliver, Rt.
1, Buchanan,Tn., Mrs. Inus H.
Orr, 1505 Cardinal Dr.,
Murray, Mrs. Julia A. Crofoot,
1343 W. Broadway, Mayfield,
Mrs. Fern N. Darnell, Rt. 1,
Farmington, Kenneth H.
Wilson, P.O. Box 53, Kirksey,
Othel H. Tucker, Rt. 1,
Murray, Mrs. Danese J.
Stephens, Rt. 8, Box 825,
Murray,
Mrs.
Gladys
Garland, Rt. 1, Murray, Iven
V. Folwell, Rt. 3, Box 205-A,
Murray, Mrs. Hilda I.
McCuiston, Rt. 5, Box 302,
Murray, Mrs. Lee W. Lassiter,
506 Vine, Murray, John F.
Wright, Rt, 1, New Concord.

If your car is
taking you places
you'd rather
not go

. . . it's time to see us for a new car loan. When
your car reaches the age where it has a mind of
its own, it's probably going to cost more to keep
than to trade. Our low auto-finance rates make
new-car-buying so easy. Pick the car, then see us
or your dealer for on-the-spot finahcin. You'll
get a new view of the world behind the wheel of
a new car ... one that goes where you want to go.

OvXyl

BANPEOLS K
MURRAYC'
I
FDIC KY.

e.•
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Your individual Horoscope
Frances

Celebration Planned

Drake

FOR WEDNESDAY,SEPTEMBER 15, 1176
Look m the section in which proposals
counterand
your birthday comes and find proposals. Do not be swayed by
what your outlook is, according emotionalism or bias. Let good
to the stars.
judgment be your guide.
SAGITTARIUS
ARIES
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Note Scorpio. Your outlook
In job matters, use techniques similar. Be careful not to
proved potent in the past, but misinterpret others' meanings
also be ready to consider new and not be misunderstood
angles, methods, etc. Couple yourself. Shun mere gossip.
resoluteness with a certain CAPRICORN
amount of flexibility.
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) /4
TAURUS
Don't shift from one plan or
(Apr. 21 to May 21) t3
'W activity to another without
Creative interests stimulated. reason. Don't make promises
Your ideas are not only In- you can't keep and do not aim
iiTso highly TóitI unreasauIble.
feasible. Also favored: romance AQUARIUS
and family concerns.
(Jan. 21 to Feb..19)
GEMINI
Review finances, domestic
( May 22 to June 21;
situations, future needs. There
Auspicious influences favor may be room for improvement
partnerships,
promise in your plans. If one idea proves
cooperation in putting over new unworkable, try another.
projects, capitalizing on unique PISCES
ideas. Don't procrastinate.
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(C.
CANCER
Overcome any hesitancy that
(June 22 to July 23)
could prevent you from
Small things may try your producing in your usual top
patience, but you have the will form. Aim for special
power to overcome any achievement rather than acaggravation. Use it! Keep your complishment by volume.
mind clear so you can act appropriately at strategic
YOU BORN TODAY are
moments.
artistically inclined, but may
LEO
also have a leaning toward the
(July 24 to Aug. 23) /(1P
sciences, since you have
A good day for launching tremendous patience with
constructive
plans
and research and detail work, about
projects; also for developing which you are intensely
helpful contacts. Just one ad- meticulous. You are extremely
monition, however:—Don't let trustworthy and would make an
emotions influence your excellent confidential secretary
decisions.
or, on a higher plateau,
VIRGO
statesman
or
diplomat.
it/ t-t/14
LAug. 24 to Sept. 23) "r
Gregarious and usually easyActivities speed up now — going by nature, you can, at
especially in the early af- times, however, become externoon. Particularly favored: cessively moody — especially if
personal relationships, corn- others do not live up to your
numicatiosa,of every type.
high standards and ideals. You
LIBRA
have a great love of home and
(Sept 24 to Oct. 23)
family, a wholesome and
Look for better ways to philosophical outlook toward
handle your obligations: There We. Fields in which you could
are always improved methods, especially succeed: writing,
devices, implements. And YOU teaching, the law, medicine and
can be the one to devise them. the theater. Birthdate of: Wm.
SCORPIO
II. Taft, 27th Pres., U.S.A.;
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
James Fenimore Cooper,
Much deep thought should go Amer. novelist; Albrecht
into this day. There will be Waldatein, Bohemian Gen'l.

An

nteV

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

Tuesday,September 14
Murray
Branch
of
American Association of
University Women will have a
potluck supper in the home
economics department of
applied science building,
Murray State University, at
six p. m. Visitors invited.
I.ydian Class of First
Baptist Church will meet at
seven p. m. at the Fellowship
Hall of the Church.
Murray High Band Boosters
Club will meet at the band
rsom at 7:30 p.m.

avor`

80

t

Mr. and Mrs. John Henry.well
(On wedding day in 1926)
Mr. and Mrs. John Henry Shannon Jewell of Murray,
Jewell of 1510 Johnson Utah, Miss Wendy Rene
Boulevard, Murray, will Jewell of Tucson, Arizona,
observe their golden'wedding Mrs. Ray (Debra Sue) Ross of
anniversary on Sunday, Lak Orion, Mich., Mi53
September 19. Mr. Jewell is Lynette Gail Dowdy of Hazel
the son of the late Arthur Park, Mich., Mrs. Dewey
Etaldridge and Annie Charlotte Carol Anne) Yates, Jr., and
Saunders Jewell. Mrs. Jewell David Allen Jewell of Murray.
(Ruby) is the daughter of the
Their five great grandlate Johnnie Arthur and Thula children are Lori Ann Jewell
Frances Wynn Steele.
of Bluffdale, Utah, Sharley
The couple was married on Weigand of Columbus, Ohio,
Septetpber 18, 1926, at Paris, Robin and Gary Junior
Tenn., in a double ceremony Jurkovich of Flatrock, Mich.,
with Gillus Knight and and Troy C. Yates of Murray.
Pauline Thurman. The late A.
A reception in honor of the
J. Cress, Justice of the Peace, couple will be held in the
performed the ceremony.
Community Room of the
Mr. and Mrs. Jewell are the Federal Savings and Loan,
parents of three childremillSeventh and Main Streets,
Howard R. Jewell of Bluff- Murray, on Sunday, Sepdale, Utah, Mrs. W. H.(Irene tember 19, from one to -axe
C.) Dowdy of Hazel Park, p.m. Hostesses will be the
Mich., and Arthur C. Jewell of daughter, daughters-in-law,
Murray.
and granddaughters of the
Their eight grandchildren honored couple.
are Mrs. William (Gail
Their sons and daughter and
Frances)
Weigand
of families request the pleasure
Columbus, Ohio, Mrs. Gary of your company for this gala
(Wanda Sue) Jurkovick of celebration. Only out of town
Flatrock, Mich., Lindsey invitations are being sent.

Murray Star Chapter No.
...433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 pin. at the
Masonic Hall.
Freed-Hardeman
Associates
will
meet
at
University Church—OrThriSt
Annex atseven p m.
Groups of First Christian
Church CWF will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. John
Quertermous for a potluck
luncheon at eleven a. m. and
IV with Mrs. Kent Forrester
at7:30p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at seven p.m. at
Immanuel Lutheran Church.
Ruth Warren Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Women will meet with Judy
Smotherrnan.
Wednesday,September 15
Homemakers
Wadesboro
Club will meet with Betty
Palmer at 1:30 p. m.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at seven
p.m. at Gleason Hall.
4..John's Episcopal Church
WriMan will meet with Joanne
Bran at 7:30 p.m.

Down the

Wednesday,September 15
Sand Art lesson will be at St.
John's Center for senior
citizens at ten a.m. For
transportation call 753-0929.

!l'4
.
en Pathil
r Gard
•

I

Bowling for Senior Citizens
think we will treasure
will be at 1:30 p.m.atCorvette every flower that blooms from
Lanes.
now on until frost. Just
knowing that we will have
J. N. Williams Chapter of them only a little while longer,
the United Daughters of the will make them more
precious I believe the blooms
Confederacy will have its
taken an added loveliness at
social
luncheon
the
at
annual
this time of the year, anyway.
hall of the First United The coloring seems to deepen
Methodist Church at twelve Bad the foliage has a richer
noon,
glow, as if to give of its best
before it is gone.
'Thursday,September 15
First Baptist Church These Cooler days are
Women will have its week of splendid for gardening. It is
prayer program at nine a.m. much more pleasant to work
awhile in a flower bed in the
Young People of United early morning when the
Pentecostal Church will meet temperatureisintheseventies.
at 310 Irvan Street, Murray,at It is not too early to start
cleaning up the flower beds
seven p.1 1.
For much of the foliage of
Baptist Young Women of annuals has already begun to
First Baptist Church will meet fade In working S fieiv
at the home of Mrs. Larry Bell minutes I found many weeds
that were hidden and just
at seven p.m.
ready to go to seed
My next task is to get the
Hazel Woman's Club will ground ready for bulbs
1 have
meet at seven p.m. at the new Narcissus on order and
Hazel Community Center.
some crocus to add to my
small patch in the front yard. I
Home Department of was sorely tempted to order
Murray Woman's Club will some tulips, but really don't
have a fall tea honoring new have the right place for them
members and Senior Citizens I love lilies, also, but won't try
at two p.m. at the club house. any this year. They are
reasonably easy to grow and
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511 . are so stately and beautiful
Order of the Eastern Star will Their requirements for soil
meet at the Lodge Hall at 7:30
p.m.
Murray Women of the
Moose will hold executive
session at seven p.m. and
business session at eight p.m.

and culture are just a little
more than 1 want to take en
right now.
I guess I am getting lazy
but I am planting nothing that
has to be moved each fall, or
dug up and separated, or that
need much pruning or caring
(or.
,Msh
v rultk
antb
andaraennua
mrstl‘l
know I am missing a lot
There are things like Dahlias,
Cannes, Tuberous Begonias,
that I love dearly. But shrubs
and annuals give me blossom,
from February to December
What more could one want!
Yes my garden is strictly a
lazy man's garden
Rose blossoms in the fall are
often finer that those produced
in the spring. So keep on
spraying and snipping off the
spent blooms. You may have
the blooms all through
November. They will need
water if it continues to be so
dry Hanging baskets cer
tainly show the effects of dry
weather. So keep them well
watered It is interesting to
see how quickly they respond
to a good dousing
How about planting a row Of
Daylilies along a fence or in a
row at the side of the yeard
They bloom so profusely and
are really colorful. They
would fit in with a lazy gar,
derier's garden too.

Something old - Something new
Something Different

Prints and Stationery
..f ha

Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club
will meet at the Murray
Woman's Club House at G:X)
p.m.

Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
Murray Area Council of the Ellis Center at 7:30 p.m.
International Reading
Association will meet at four
Elm Grove Baptist Church
p. m. at Benton Elementary Women will meet with Eunice
School.
Shekel at 1:30 p.m.

Ask Us
About Our
Discount
On Medicine
for
Medicare
Patients
Free!
Delivery
7,53 charge

L

1920's and 1930's,
Adah L Waring
)U,iiIi St

OThe *pedal Mccastan. Etb.
Bypass 121, Murray

Tel. 753-3111

13

-No

-Dixieland Shopping Center

Clinic Pharmacy

•Th
ii

753-9668

Tammy Orielp,t.Pli.
David Law,II".
Stove C.i.opess,

104 N.5th

Ur. and $1rs. John Henry Jewell

Murray, Ky.42071

tat the present

time

"Free Delivery On All Purchases Over $5.00"

Vrs. Suzanne Doyle .Speaker For

waillitraCCOTA-MQ) c)71.47
Meeting Of The Progressive Club
Siesta and Fiesta in Florida
The Progressive Home- whatever pleased them most.
at the new
maker's Club met at the home
duests for the meeting were
of Mrs. Marie Forrester on Mrs. Cheryl Whitaker and
41.0,11.1=TIIACCV September 9.
Mrs. Ruth Eversmeyer.
Lesson
and
Hostess Members present were Lynda
assignments were read to all Cooper, Betty Hassell,
INN
the members by President Ethelyn

zmv...lavizea

Lifestyle at the Daytona Acapulco
is typically South-of-the-Border
It will be old all the way . leisurely or spirited to suit
your mood ... crystal clear Olympic size pool with high-dive
for pros .. kiddy pool and play area ... game room...
shuffleboard. . oceanfront dining room.. cocktail lounge...
plus many nearby attractions.

ONLY 70 MINUTES TO DISNEY WORLD
The subtle seasoning of modern Mexico enhances the inn's
decor .. luxury units, fully equipped efficiencies.
private balconies, color TV. Expertly managed by vacation- /
veterans to give our guests the best of care.
Major Credit Cards accepted. j

0

Glenda Wilson.
Area Day (Oct. 12) was
,announced with Dr. Scott
Pricer as the major speaker.
The lesson for September
was "Decdrative Acceksories
to Hang on tlieWall." •Mrs.
Suzanne Doyle of Suzannes
Custom Framing was the
guest speaker. The theme of
her talk was "Do what is
comfortable for you. Have
your home reflect your personality." She described what
she had done in her own home
showing some examples, and
'—encouraged her audience to
experiment
and
hang

ACA101L71.00 X1‘111
When packing lunches and
2505 S. ATLANTIC AVE.
DAYTONA BEACH SHORES, you are including a drink in a
paper carton, place it in the
FLORIDA 32018
freezer the night before. Then
place io a plastic bag before
putting into a lunchbox. By
lunchtime the drink will thaw to
a cold liquid drink.

In a MU

Phone

(904)
761-2210
or
mail

coupon
today

To Meet Thursday
The Home Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
open the new club year with a
fall tea honoring the new
members and Senior Citizens
on Thursday,September 16, at
two p.m. at the club house.
"Oral History of Calloway
County" will be the subject of
the program to be presented
by Mrs. Roddie Peebles, Mrs.
Doralyn Lanier, and Mrs.
Martha Shirley, teachers of
the Murray Middle School.
Hostesses will be Mesdames
Max Hurt, J. A. Outland, Carl
Lockhart, Bryan Tolle.
Dwight Crisp, and Lawrenci.
Wheeler.

'NAME

"Fast Service

ADDRESS

New construction, repairs, water heater installations
Call

CITY, STATE, ZIP

DAYTONA BEACH • FLORIDA

Pumps

While They Last
Limited Quantities

Home Department

Plumbing & Electric

Please send information

Reg. 14.95$1 195

Loberger, Norma
Paschall,
Barbara
Ftose,Freda Steely and Jane
Willoughby.

Paschall

see =11

—Special
Fluffy Ruffles

753-5674

Pump
Repairs

We receive a new shipment
of plants each week,
so visit us regularly
*Free Card*
Whips UsIvy A Plant As a Gift
Exotic & Succulent Plants
fr-Wicker Ware

introduces
GIFT-BOXED CACTUS

444 CAM/

from FlOriclat'• C•ctuit WorOd

Pots
v Wrought Iron Plant
Stands With Pots
All Indoor Gardening
Accessories

Mature cacti individually
pecked in attractive look 'n
see gift box Wide selection
all pro-ported easy-care
plants — up to four inches
tall Many yield brilliant
spring blossoms Complete
instructions included
LIFETIME REPLACEMENT
GUARANTEE!

0

50

each

on Oa page are presented tor
ParPosr of Providing 4 torso for 1.1w free exchange pt atuenng
rewporow to editorials and

tAlitiiriais and opinionated articles

The Murray Ledger & Times
Walter L. Apperson, publisher

10 Years-Ago
Employees of the Tappan Company
voted yesterday to accept the proposal
of the plant and ratified the contract by
a three to one majority. The union has
been on strike here at the plant since
June 21.
The Friends of the Murray-Calloway
County
Library
have
recently
purchased a water fountain and a coat
rack for the library patrons.
Mrs. Zonie Lawrence, age 91, of Lynn
Grove died yesterday.
Jack Staulcup and'his Orchestra will
play for a dance at the Calloway County
Country Club on September 17.
Mrs. James Fee, chairman of the
Theta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club, presided at the Hobo
Supper held by the delbartinent at the•
dub house.
Mrs. Lisa Dunn has been the guest of
her sister, Mrs. D. Y. Dunn of
Lexington.

20 Years Ago
First services of St. John's Episcopal
Church will be held in their new
building at Main and Broach Streets on
Sunday. Local officers of the church are
Dr. Harry U. Whayne, Maj. George
Hallanan, T. H. Clack, and W. W.
Vaught.
E. T. Winchester, local Ashland Oil
Distributor, was in charge of the
program at the Murray Rotary alb.
He presented R. Patterson of the Oil
Industry from Paducah as speaker.
Deaths reported include Ray
Trevathan, age 62, and Mrs. Brenda
Mae Anderson,age 31.
Births reported include a girl, June
Gay, to Mr. and Mrs. A. Leon Burkeen
4
September 2.
Mrs. Marjorie Shroat Huie, assistant
cashier of the Bank of Murray, will
attend the 34th annual convention of the
National Association of Bank Women
September 17-21.

Letter To The Editor

Carter Fund
Drive Underway
Dear Editor:
Carter Elementary School PTA has
kicked off a drive this week aimed at
acquiring new playground equipment
for the children. The equipment will be
provided by Post Cereal brands of the
General Foods Corporation in exchange
for Post Cereal box tops—the portion of
the box top that includes the Post
"Fteshness Date."
The PTA has received a catalog and
the following are examples of equipment from which we can choose: Six
swings in a set, 16,300 box tops;merrygo-round 13,300 tops; multi-use rubber
ball 125 tops; volley ball 130 tops;
football 225 tops; basketball backboard
6,750 tops; fold-a-gym 5,590 tops. These
iire just a few things out of the catalog.
-. We're delighted to be able to get
Playground equipment free, and we
pope all our friends will help us save as
puny Post Cereal box tops as possible.
Box tops from any size package will
'count toward the goal and they may be
*Turned over to Carter School students or
delivered to the school any time before
March 31, 1977. Children attending
Carter School may deliver the box tops
to their classroom teachers who will
give them to the PTA officers.
Carter Elementary School is located
. on South 13th Street with Dennis Taylor
as principal and Ann Burke as head of
the physical education program.
Anyone wishing to donate Post Cereal
box tops to the project may call the
following members and some PTA
member will come and pick them up:
753-8298, 753-7791, 753-8168, 753-5561, or
753-8062.
Mary Ann Carter
Carter PTA president

Published By
MURRAY NEWSPAPERS.Inc

R. Gene McCutcheon,editor

Garrott's Galley

Racers' Thoroughbred Is

Newspapers, Inc. 103 N 4th St Murray
Ky , 42071
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray
Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served

by carriers 52 25 per month, payable in
advance By mail in Calloway County
and to &Won, Nordin, Mayfield Sedalia
rid Farmington. Ky
and Paris
Buchanan and Puryear Tenn.,
15 00
per year 8v mail to other destinations
$30 00 per year
Member of Associated Press, Ken
kicky Press Association and Southern

of the judges do," he said.
Nodding toward his outer office, he
said, '"If you stayed around all day,
you'd see that I'm a father-confessor,
defender of civil liberties and listener;
anybody with problems in Keptucky
traditionally takes them to their county
judge.
Miller expects these duties to continue. These chores, plus running a
"hospital, airport, health department,
library, road department and other
administrative duties are enough to
keep him busy, he said.
"But, still, they're going to pay a
district judge from $27,000 to ;33,000 for
doing about one-fifth the things a
county judge has been doing for $16,000
or less," Miller said.
He acknowledged that the people
voted for the Judicial Article, but he
thinks that they didn't know what they
were voting for.
"And I don't think the leadership
knew what they were doing, and I don't
think they know yet what all of the
problems are connected with this
thing," he said.
"It's a tremendous bag of worms,and
in my judgment it will cost a fortune."
Among other problems Miller
foresees is space for the district courts.
He said that few, if any, courthouses
have the room.
Another problem: when the state
starts collecting fines and forfeitures
that used to go to local courts, how will
that revenue be returned to the counties
and cities?
Miller's county will lose between
$8,000 and 610,000, and the city of
Murray this year budgeted some
$.65,000 from eitpected fines and forfeitures from police court.
Then there"s just the monumental
problem of re-organizing county
government.
Every office in the courthouó will
affected, Miller said.
"It's the most radical change in
government since I've been around,"
he added.
He leaned back and sipped from his
coffee cup, bearing the motto: "The
Lord giveth and the government taketh
away."

Ile

Bible Thought
Bear ye one another's burdens, and so fulfill the law of
Christ. Galatians 6:2.
If Christ bears OUR burdens,
as well as our sins, then we
surely ,ought to be willing to
assist others in bearing the
burdens of life that beat them
down,
n It The Truth
Whenever men gather,they soon turn
the conversation to the subject of
women and in the opinions that are
given reveal themselves as divided into
two categories — the men who would
rather run away from women and the
men who would rather run away with
them.

SEA FOODS SPECIALS

Newspaper Publishers Association

Monday - Boneless Catfish
Tuesday - Fried Shrimp

By FJL Blastrigame,
central nervous ,ystem.
Decornpron sicimess reisults
from air -bubbling out of the
blood from returning trio wieldy
to lower pressures after having
been at higher pressures under
water.
The authors point out that diving death statcs are gloomy
figures which show an increase.
Few states keep reliable records
Some idea of the seriousness of
the problem can be noted in that
342 diving deaths ocarred in
Fonda between 1960 and 1975,
ast majority of whom were

VThese physicians are not refer-

ring to diving injtaies among
trained swimmers such as we
admired at the recast Olympic
Games but those divers who use
oaths ecpapment, airflows, and
snorkels In this latter group,
training is limited, and they
have little knowledge of the
risks
The authors recommend
training by a reputable teacher
who is associsated with a recognised ornun sirs OR a Irral

peopie pi:inning to study diving
should have a thorough general
examination and certain ..pecial
tests before beginning training,
and have progress checkups,
especiany if any near-accident
or other trouble is experienced
in the water or shortly after'
coming out of it
Being a good swimmer'helps
but is not enough. Diving
hazards can be lessened by good
health, first-rate equipment kept
in repair, and by adequate training.
Q. Mr. 0. K. says that- his 12year-old nephew recovered
from Reye syndrome last year
following a case of flu and wants
to loxiw if any new information
las been gathered to help in
managing inch cases
A: Most authorities believe
that this mysterious illness is better understood. It appears to be
on the increase, more common
far some reason in our nral
areas. Reye syndrome is triggered by some severely toxic
substance, such as a vine or a

•
chemical, which brings an an
elevation of ammonia in the
Some people may have a
defect tn, handling ammonia,
which ber
:-. na toxic. Treatment
now is directed toward using
medications which enhance the
removal of ammonia This approach in management looks
hopeful, but additional experience is needed to be certain
of its effectiveness.
Q. Mr. T. k asks why men fail
to live as king as woman
A: It is a fact that women on
the average outlive man. The
reasons are complex and not
completely understood. The major causes of death are related to
thickening of the walls of arteries and the formation in them
of blood clots (thrombi). These
appear to firm more readily in
men because of the uiftuence of
the male hormone testosterone
and arcane for the tncreseled Inc/Jake of heart attacks and
r raps in mess as cornmeal en

•

New Court System Will Be
Confusing, Costly, Judge Says

The Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray Ledger S Times is
published every afternoon except Sun•
days, •July 4, Christmas Day New Year's
Day and Thanksgiving by Murray

PA
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By JAWS R.RUSSELL
per county and hoping the taxpayers
Courier-Journal Staff Writer
won't mind paying for them.,
MURRAY,1Cy —The new state court
That's one of the knotty issues, acsystem is a can of worms that will cost
cording to Miller.
was trying to recharge his team. First
a fortune Calloway County Judge
"I'm a little concerned about what's
One of the most talked-about things to one and then the other he would ask,
Robert0. Miller believes.
happening in Kentucky as far as local
take place on the Murray State campus "And what are you going to do to turn
Miller's skepticism extends to nearly
government is concerned.
in many moons has been the in- this thing around?" Each would
every aspect of the new state court
"We hear the governor and our .7
troduction of the football Racers' new respond with some fired-up, Spartan
system that was approved by the voters
senators and congressmen saying that
mascot — a real, honest-to-Betsy, vow to stop the Indians.
"And, Stout!" the coach yelled at , as a constitutional amendment last
grassroots government is the closest to
registered thoroughbred who streaks
Noveinber.
the people and should be able to govern
around the track under a jockey's whip Dick. "What are you going to do the
During a recent interview in his office
every time the home team scores a next half?"
best.
here, he voiced objections that ranged
"Coach,I'm going to do my damndest
touchdown.
"But our history in the first 10 years
from cost to confusion, and the loss of
has been that the state is taking over, It
In the opening game with Southeast to stop that horse!" cried Dick, leaping
local authority to big government in
took the PUHs (property valuation
14i.ssouri, the horse, a 7-year-old mare to his feet. Cullivan, however, didn't
Frankfort.
administrators), this year they're
giVen to the university in 1974 by Dr. N. think that was a bit funny,and Dick saw
Millemis president of the Kentucky
taking over the circuit clerks, in 1078
B. Paulatos of Springfield, Ohio, made the rest of the game from the sidelines.
County Judges' Association and is one
they're taking over the judges, and I
two trips around the quarter-mile track
He doesn't recall how many more times
of the state's 230 county judges whose
predict that 1985, they'll take over the
in record time as the Racers won 14-3.
duties will be changed after January
sheriffs and run law enforcement with a
Last Saturday night, however, it was the horse had to circle the field.
never forgot that horse, though,
1978.
state-paid, directed official," Miller
a different story. She only got to circle
Miller said that the majority of his
said.
the track during the pre-game and the spirit of that crowd when it
association disapproves of the changes
Even though the district judges will
ceremonies as the band played 'The_ aroudl run," he said the other day. "I
have long felt that we should have
that the Judicial Article will bring to
be elected, they will be employes of the
Old Grey Mare Ain't What She Used to
something like that at Murray State."
their offices.
state, directed by the state and subject
Be."
++++++
The judges agreed, however, to give
Sitting beside me in the pressbox was
to removal by the chief justice of the
Jim Rudolph, Murray State's horup their judicial duties, he said. The
Supreme Court, Miller said.
Horace McCune, the former coach of
vote was not unanimous, because some
"Will the state hustle those district
Delta State and now its athletic semanship ring master, was consulted,
wanted to keep juvenile and probate
judges to convict eüá*b people to pay
director. As McCune watched the horse and after overcoming obstacles such as
courts, he said.
the expenses of the system?" Miller
streak past the stands with its tail possible damage to the new stadium's
track the possibility of the horse
Miller, 57 years old and a veteran of
asked.
straight out, he was heard to mutter,
runninw over someone or tossing its
24 years in county government, has
"This thing has to pay for itself some
"Get a good look at it folks, 'cause
been working most of the summer with
way, either by the taxpayer or revenue
you ain't going to see it rue apy more jockey into the box seats at the blare of
his association and the Special
that the courts generate," he said.
tonight." He knew what he was talking the band and the noise of the crowd,
- Advisory • Commission on County
Then there's the problem of the
about, as the Mississippians blanked they've come up with the mare — and a
crowd-pleaser she is.
Government in developing recomcounty that may not have itswn judge.
the Racers 14-0.
mendations for the new system.
In those cases, a trial coffunissioner
++++++
Her quiet temperament is every inPhilosophically, he disagrees with it.
will be appointed to handle limited
For some time now, students and dication of her familiarity with crowds
New state district courts go into efjudicial duties.
university officials alike have been and bands. She has been on a race track
fect Jan. 1, 1978. They take away the
Miller points out that the trial
trying to come up with a novel idea for a or two in her day, Rudolph confirms,
judicial duties of the county judges,
mascot for the athletic teams — par- adding!'
commissioner will not be accountable
magistrates and city police judges.
to the peoplejgill be part-time and,
ticularly the football team — and a
"She would run with the best of them
County judges will become
perhaps will bTunwilling to "get out of
thoroughbred, naturally, has been and with the slow ones, but she would
executives, or administrators of county
consistently considered.
bed at 1 o'clock in the morning to set
never run in front of them."
business. Magistrates will become
If anyone can be credited with the - Riding the thoroughbred, which is a
bail or issue a warrant."
idea of saddling one up and having it beautiful bay 16 hands high, has been
policymakers. City police judges will
Additionally, this accountability to
cease to exist.
race around the track after each touch- Carol Robertson, a sophomore
the people and local prerogatives to
"Whether or not the new courts serve
down, it should go to Dr. Dick Stout, the agriculture major from Clinton, Md.
govern will be lost by those counties
the people depends on how they
perennial spark plug of the Big M Club. Carol's colors, blue and gold, were put
sharing a judge, Miller said.
structure and operate them," Miller
And, there is a story behind that.
He predicted that the largest county
together by some of the"-girls in the
said.
Back in 1959, Dick was a halfback on home economics department. Her
will elect the judge or judges for those
"If they structure and operate them
a rather hapless Murray State team. saddle and the mare's bridle are
judicial districts.
on the knowledge I have right now, I
The Racers were playing Arkansas authentic racing gear.
"How accountable will he be to the
think they will not serve the people as
State at Jonesboro and were well on the
smaller counties? If he chooses, he
well as the present system is doing at
way to losing their 6th game in what
Carol is no stranger to horses. She
could write them off," Miller said.
the local level," he said.
turned out to be a winless 0-10 season.
finished third in jumping in the
"And having a district judge for more
"If the premise is true that goverArkansas State teams are known as American Quarter Horse Association
than one county has real problems for
nment at the local level is best, obIndians, and on the field that day was and sixth in the world championships
me. You can't have justice just on
viously you won't have local governan Indian teepee. Nearby was a horse,a last year. She already has qualified for
Thursdays.
blanket on its back and its reins this year's world championship o.om-, ment unless you have a district judge in
-Justice has to be swift and certain,
every county," Miller said.
hanging loose.
petition next month in Oklahoma.
—tind if it is to be swift and certain, ob"And if they pay then what they say
Every time Arkansas State would
She is perfectly at home aboard the
viously you can't wait for a circuit rider
they're going to pay them, then obscore, a coed, dressed as an Indian thoroughbred, which in no way has
to come to town," Miller said.
viously you can't afford it," he said.
squaw, would fling back the flap to the been spoofed by the band or the opening
Miller said that he is a strong adMiller was referring to the current
teepee and out would bound an Indian game fireworks display, and she rides
vocate of "personal justice"—a conbrave, colorfully painted in warpaint. like Willie Shoemacher. It's a beautiful
recommendation for the distribution of
dition that won't exist with an out-ofWith a piercing war cry, he would leap sight to watch the two of them streak by
district judges. In some areas,as many
county judge.
astride the waiting horse and race the stands. We'd just like to see them
To administer justice properly, the
aS four counties will share one or two
around the field to the cheers of the run more often.
district judges.
judge needs to know the person, his
crowd.
This recoinrnendation, however, is
family and his background,said Miller,
It's a great "gimmick"and the entire
By halftime, the score was 35-0 in
who has been a county judge here for 12
constantly changing. Ultimately, the
area
is
indebted
to
all
who
had
a
part
in
favor of Arkansas State. The horse was
years and has served another 12 years
number of judges and their locations
so winded from circling the track — making it possible. The other OVC
will be decided by the General
as county attorney.
three times in quick succession — his teams will be hard pressed to come up
Miller acknowledged that the judicial
Assembly when it goes into special
with a more clever idea. Certainly
tongue was hanging out and the brave
duties of the county judge traditionally
session later this year.
was rubbing his bottom. They had „Western can't '"Top" it, and can't you
At that session the "political
have carried "political clout' with
dust see Dr. Doran tiring to coax an
realities" will be wrestled with:
made the trip six times.
them.
eagle into the air at Morehead!
++++++'
"I don't resent the loss of my judicial
carrying out the local government
Meanwhile, Hi-Ho, Silver! And
In the dressing room at halftime,
concept by creating at least one district
power, but I think a certain percentage
Murray Coach Jim Cullivan, naturally, Away!

Diving Injuries
And Deaths Increase

•

rhe editors of tins newspaper strongh belteie that to hunt
,tpinionated articles to only those which parraliel Ow editorial
philo,a,phi of this new Sparse would be a dlaSerlikee lu true feistier's,
edttanal stand or
therefor* se urge readers *he du not agree a thani
the ideas presented hi an individual writer in a column. in respond
ith their feelings un the partli•ular issue being dim:used

OPINION PAGE

Great Crowd-Pleasing Idea

Let's stay Well

f?'
•- - Diving injuries. now *cur
more frecnently than in the past
. Such an increase resulted frorn
the enormous growth in sport
-diving and commercial underwater activities requiring more,
ispreitalional divers Theme are
aratly used by the oil companies
in offshore wait
"Diving is harerdous, even for
Uhose who are fairly well trained
This inchides shallow, noncomprise:ion dives," according to
Vincent Canao, MD, assistant
- professor of otoLaryngology at
the University of Texas Medical*
Branch, Galveston He was
aided recently in the Journal of
the American Medical MOO&
ation and has quit diving
because of the injuries he has
• seen, even though he is a welltrained diver.
.. In their recent article, I.
Caruso and his aaariates reported on 11 palings who were
injured Their injuries consisted
of two varieties --aie to the ears.
• - and the other, more serious
Wecompreesion sickness), to the

• is/lions Letters to the editor tee'
, piriiiirialeti articles are encouraged

Wednesday - Fresh Fiddler or Catfish Steak

Reg 355

Thursday - Seafood Platter

Reg 4 25

Dinner Includes Our Delicious Salad Bar or Cole Slaw, Hush Puppies,
and
Choice of Baked Potato or French Fries.

These Daily Specials Will Be
Featured Each Week At Seven Seas
Free Childs Catfish Dinner For
Children 10 yrs. And Under
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Good Neighbors Outnumber Bad Apples
But Misuse Of CB Still Annoying To Police

•

By CHRIS FRENCH
Associated Press Writer
Good neighbors outnumber
bad apples on the CB channels, but police say misuse of
citizen band airwaves can be
annoying — and sometimes
deadly.
An
Associated
Press
national survey of state and
local police indicates that for
the most part the estimated 6
million CBers in this country
have been helpful. And the
police say this even though
CBers are fond of reporting
highway patrol cars trying to
catch speeders. Police say
that practice results in traffic
slowing down.
But there have been grim
incidents:
—A woman kidnap victim
was killed by her abductors
after CBers interfered-with a
ransom drop.
—A. vigilante lapse of
citizens f band operators
chased the wrong truck for 75
miles thinking it had
sideswiped another vehicle.
—A Pennsylvania man shot
another CB enthusiast after an
argument on the air over use
of rchannel.
—In California, officers

KING
EDWARD
Invincible Deluxe

monitoring the CB network Robert Marshall of the Little
found that during a civil Rock, Ark., police departdisturbance those involved ment. "Their intentions are
were using CB radios to good, but mostly they are a
protect their flanks.
nuisance, being in the way."
Florida Highway Patrol Sgt.
An example given by
Paul Gracey said citizens Marshall was the woman who
band operators are becoming thought she heard a robbery
an increasing influence on law plan being discussed on CB,
enforcement operations — called police and detectives
both good and bad.
went to a motel where they
"Like every other part of found two persons, searched
life, some people abuse CB them and found no evidence of
radio," he said. Mostly, They wrongdoing.
report traffic congestion,
"We were lucky they were
disabled vehicles, accidents understanding," said Marand extent of injuries. It can shall."We left red-faced."
save three miputes getting to
In Ohio, Richland County
the scene. It doesn't Sheriff's Capt. Gene Hart said
necessarily save anyone's life, that his department has had
but it does get help sooner, and good experiences with CB
you don't know what might operators.
have happened."
-When
Mansfield
a
But he added, "There are policeman was killed last
some sick ones who make February, a CB spotted the
false accident reports.'
getaway car," Hart said.
The big problem with "We've gotten ti-emendous
CBers is overreaction," said .coosieration from them."
David Arnold, a New York
"It's an absolute asset to
State
trooper.
"They law enforcement," said
overreact and get all excited Sheriff Bernard Grysen of
in an emergency situation. Ottawa County, Mich. Grysen
But I don't think they are a said the deputies monitor the
nuisance."
CB channels, and there have
Other law enforcement been numerous cases where
agencies reported that the CB citizen band Operators have
operators have helped foil helped in recovering stolen
burglaries and car breakins, cars and catching traffic
made reports that resulted in violators.
the arrest of a man wanted for
"It's been tremendously
the slaying of a police officer, Successful," said Lt. Roderick
the capture of another sought Moore of the Michigan State
for killing his wife, and helped Police. "I've got to believe
gather clues in the Cowchilla, many of those possibily
Calif., kidnaping of 26 children intoxicated drivers would
and their school bus driver.
have gotten away if it had not
One parent of a child aboard been for the CB reports."
the bus said he first learned
In Alabama, Capt. John
the children were safe from a Henderson of the state patrol
citizens band operator.
said, "They have helped us
But CBers can also be an solve several crimes and
amoyanee.
capture several armed rob"Sometimes they feel that bers."
having a CB unit makes them
Henderson said the only
nearly a policeman," said Sgt. interference by CBers with
law enforcement are the
"Smokey
reports"
—
"Srnokey" being CB slang for
a highway patrolman. But
even the reports on the
loo.ation of the patrol cars
have helped to slow traffic in
the area, he said.
Henderson said a robber
escaping from a service
station holdup recently was
bottled up by CB-operating
truckers until the highway
patrol could arrive and pull
the getaway car over.
But in Livingston County,
111., Sammie J. Graham was
ticketed on a charge of in-

INSULATION
USED TO BE
A DETAIL.
NOW IT'S A
PRIORITY.

Women's Army Corps
May Soon Be History

terfering with a police officer enforcement agencies.
after being stopped for
Michigan State Police
speeding. The state police said reported that in June there
Graham got back in his car were calls from CB operators
after getting the speeding resulting in 29 drunk driving
citation and broadcaft the arrests, 72 speeding citations
and 37 for crimes including 11
location of the police cruiser.
"I have a very positive felonies.
feeling toward the ability of
The California High"
the officer to communicate
Patrol
said that of 36 reports
with the citizen," said I,t. Col.
on drunk drivers from CB
Alton Crystal, assistant chief
35
of the Iowa Highway Patrol. operators, there were
Dasid Murphy, son of
arrests.
But he said troopers have to be
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Coatsviiie,
Pa.,
police
said
wary of CB reports and make
Noel of kirksey Route
that the CB organization
their own cases.
One, found this five
"The day we start making "Townwatch" resulted in
arrests on the basis of CB seven arrests for mugging, legged frog in a mud puddle near Lynn Grove
transMissions is the day we'll burglary and assault in July..
In Boston, police credited
Thursday morning, Sepbe in court for false arrests."
In Ida:.o recently, a CB CB operators with assisting in tember 9.. Murphy, an
operator whose camper-truck keeping tension down during eighth. grade student at
North Elementary School,
was sideswiped by a pickup, the turmoil resulting from
said he liked to look for
broadcast a description. The busing for desegregation.
result was a 75-mile high
"CBers have sometime things of this type in the
speed chase which ended assisted when they see out of doors.
when police intervened. The someone driving into an area
CB chasers were chagrinned that is tense and advised the
to find they had been pursuing party of the situation," said a
the wrong truck. The pickup city police spokesman.
driver was charitable enough
Boston police Capt. John
not to press charges, police
Dow said that in one case a
said.
CINCINNATI
AP) —
"We've had a few isolated bus driver declined to drive Citizens of nearby Delhi
incidents where they were through an area because Township recently drove a
playing vigilante,"- said Al earlier one driver had been band of pesky blackbirds from
Brockway, assistant police pulled from his vehicle and their woods by nightly use of
chief in Helena, Mont. "One others had been robbed. He "bazooka gas guns," propaneinvolved a person allegedly said CB operators working propelled automatic exploding
using foul language on the air, with the Community Action devices.
and some CBers took it on Team, ..a civilian group,
But
afterward,
soon
themselves to find this person. agreed to escort the bus and -township officials got a call
others
until the trouble died from
A fight ensued and it turned
neighboring
Green
down.
out it was the wrong man."
Township, asking how they
As for the use of CB radios
As for the cranks operating could get rid of a flock of the
directly in criminal activity, on the CB network, Jeffrey annoying birds that had
police differ on their el-. Young of the Federal Com- recently settled there.
fectiveness.
"The idea was to disperse
munications Commission
"There are just too many admits that it is "an in- the birds," said Cliff Stuart,
people on the air for criminals creasing problem, probably in roads superintendent, "but I
to use CB radios to coordinate proportion to the growth of CB am afraid we may have sent
activities," said Lt. Don radio use."
them to Green Township."
Moore of th.Colorado Highway Patrol. "I would think
More 'than 10- 'miles of wire
that would be virtually imcan be produced from a single
ton of steel.
possible. There are just too
BINGHAMTON, N.Y. ( AP)
many ears out there."
But Little Rock's Marshall — Seven gtudents at the state
MISS YOUR PAPER?
said that in one instance, university campus here were
trapped
Sebearbers
elm hey. ass
in a stalled elevator
thieves using CB radios to
receive) their
hemscoordinate their operation for 30 minutes, They had just
delivered copy fif The
stole more than $10,000 in cash left a psychology survey in
Merrily leagpet & Timms by
from an office in the Little which one of the questions
S:30 p.m. blesiiky-Frtiley or
was,
"Are
you
afraid
of
Rock stockyards. He also said
by 3,30 p.as. se Se/vnleys
police broke up a burglary of a confined pltces?"
ere erpeff Is c161 753-1516
when
liquor store
they
Maintenance
workers
Writes 5:30 p.m. mod 6
monitored the thieves who resciied the students from the
p.m., 114•••arrFr1111, or
were using the CB radio to elevator in the psychology
1.X1 p.m end 1 pis. Setts._
keep in contact with their building on Monday night„,
days, te Ism, delivery 41
lookouts.
There was no immediate
IS. sewspepet. Celt mart
Police generally agree that indication whether anyone
S. pieced by 6 pie. weekmany CB operators do provide wanted to change his answer 2" 481rs!it pa. amoral< t•
useful information to law on the quiz.
par**Peiher<
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Phone 753-8304

Used to be, insulation in
_commercial, industrial and institutional buildings was.frequently
taken for granted.
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Plus 30 Free
90 Tablets

Say-Rite's
Low Price

By Gillette
2.5 oz. $1.49 VALUE
Say-Rite's
Low Price

The energy crAis has changed
all that.

Which brings us to the -buildings
'we build. Butler buildings.
Because they're built around
pre-engineered systems, the roof
and wall systems are designed
with superior insulation to
provide you with the best available
seal against outside heat and
cold, regardless of the climate.
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III

6G Plus Iron
60
Plus 30 Free
90 Tablets

* LONG LASTING PROTECTION
* WILL NOT STAIN CLOTHING
* NOT STICKY OR GREASY

111

Suddenly, insulation is one of
the most important considetations
in the planning of any new building.
Simply because good insulation
saves precioeS energy:-
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as the Women's Army
Auxiliary Corps, the small
band of women had to wait
until later to be rid of the
"auxiliary" tag.
In 1973, there were only
13,000 women wearing Arnly
uniforms, but a Pentagon push
that
year
for
more
womanpower began what has
become a steady growth in
troop numbers.
Lt. Col. Dion said equal
footing with male soldiers
would prove beneficial but
declined comment on just how
the new status would change
Army life for the young
recruit or career Army
woman.
The bill passed by the House
would abolish the WACs
within 90 days of its
enactment.
Women's corps were nut
created separately for the
other services even though
they had their own names —
Women in the Air Force
( WAFs) and Women Accepted
for Volunteer Emergency
Service(the Navy's WAVES).
The bill would abolish the
positions of director for the
WAVES, which already is
vacant, and director of the
Women's Marines.

Crossword
Puzzler
1

11•10•1 as. Meta= Mee

!I!

•

WASHINGTON ( AP) — The
Women's Army Corps, for 34
years the only Army that
female soldiers have known,
may soon be history.
The House of Representatives, after hearing a committee report that called the
separate distinction for more
than 40,000 WACs"a vestige of
the time when women were
not treated equally," voted
overwhelmingly Monday to do
away
the special
with
women's corps and to
integrate fully women into the
Army.
bill, which also
The
eliminates sex distinctions in
the promotions of officers and
other military policies, passed
by a 343 to 4 vote. It now goes
to the Senate.
-The Army has arrived,"
said Air Force Lt. Col. Lucille
Dion,
acting
executive
secretary of the Defense
Advisory
Committee
on
Women
the
in
Armed
Services, in reporting that the
Pentagon
backs
the
legislation.
"This would be another step
forward for women in the
armed services," Lt. Col. Dion
said. "It's a logical step."
Created by Congress in 1942
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But more important ,now they're
energy savers. We'd like to show you
why. Call us.
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Schmidt Belts Two Homers For
Phils In Win, Seaver Blanks Bucs

Standing On
The Firing tine
By Mike Brandon
Simms Editor

Racer Women Cagers Should Be Improved
a great
Let's face the facts. Women's basketball was not
drawing card last year at Murray State University.
deal of exBasically, the Racer women lacked a great
Hayes exDebbie
and
Jones
perience with only Jana
most of the
spent
and
d
injure
was
Hayes
s.
player
ced
perien
freshman
season on the sidelines then later in the year,
it was a
Jackie Jo Mounts was injured and after that,
s.
parade of injurie
year's club.
Jones is the only player to graduate of last
,recengames
the
of
most
in
played
who
gham,
Vickie Dillin
this
rted
redshi
be
will
and
tly underwent knee surgery
last year,
from
an
freshm
nding
outsta
an
while
season
University of
Denise Griffith, elected to attend the
Louisville to be with her cousin, Darrell.
ing to be a
Murray has enough experienced players return
than that.
good club. But the Racer women should be more
g of a
signin
the
ced
announ
has
t
Rowlet
op
Coach Dewdr
Racer
the
say
to
safe
be
group of players and it might
the floor
on
stay
can
ned,
concer
is
height
as
far
as
,
women
with anyone they'll play.
6-0, CinMounts is 6-0 while Sindy and Sandy Macovik are
four
Those
5-10.
is
Hayes
Debbie
and
dy Leimbach is 6-2,
returning
will all be in the running for starting spots. Also
.
are Beverly Parrish, Lee Stokely and Roxanne Maddix
Jane
The most impressive of the new recruits is Mary
York.
New
i,
Pulask
Gates of
she
A high school All-American,she stands 6-2. Last year,
career
averaged 17/ points per game and had over 1,000
is her
points. But the most impressive thing about Gates
ability to move.
Believe it or not, at 6-2, she runs the 440-yard dash in 58.5.
has long
Not only that, she does the 50-yard dash in 6.3 and
17-6.
d
jumpe
Karen
Rounding out the "tall" players are 5-10 freshman
er of
Healy of Belleville, N. J., 5-11 freshman Sandra Schust
of
urn
Blackb
Linda
d
forwar
an
freshm
5-8
Anna, Ell., and
AllMclean County. Blackburn was honorable mention
State.
Other recruits include 5-0 guard Patsy Barton of Eaton,
Oh., 5-6 guard Lisa Davis of Louisville Iroquois, 54 guard
First
Kathy Hughes of Paducah St. Mary who was named
of
Team, All-Purchase last year; 5-7 forward Amy Flory
lle
Louisvi
of
r
Prathe
Ida
d
d-guar
forwar
5-5
Fairborn, Oh.,
5-1
Valley, 5-5 guard Sherri Tramel of Evansville Reitz and

guard Debbie Gentry of Hopkinsville.
Schwartz of
The only junior college recruit is 5-6 Wanda
guard for Vinand
d
torwar
a
as
played
She
Ind.
ille,
Noblesv
the jucco
cennes which two years ago, took third place in
nationals.
plagued with
"Last year we had a young team and were
injuries," Rowlett said.
Really, I guess
"But we've had a good year in recruiting.
been here.
I've
since
had
it's the best recruiting year we've
we should
and
play
we
anyone
as
tall
as
be
"We should
added.
have good speed," Rowlett
to when they
There are no rules governing the women as
The first
week.
this
ing
beginn
is
it
can start practice so
againstaFort
game will be more or less a practice/babe
Campbell November 13.
November 29.
The first actual game will be at Western
set for Dec. 4
is
women
Racer
the
for
game
home
The first
women's
right,
go
things
if
with Southeast Missouri. So
hurry.
a
in
r
popula
very
get
could
ball
basket

Long Fall?
Murray State
Will there be some changes made in the
football lineup?
In all probability, yes.
e can't
Defense is great. But Saturday night proved defens
win games by itself.
is this: Why
The question most people seem to be asking
ck?
tailba
can't Bruce Walker run at
The answer is: Only Bill Furgerson knows for sure.
to be
Regardless of who is running the ball, there has
that Satursome blocking up front. There wasn't much of
defensive
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Ali And Norton Appear To Help
Promote Sales Pitch For Fight
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Seaver, the threeA
Young Award winner,who
fired a five-hitter and struck
out 12 in pitching the New
York Mets to a 5-0 victory over
the Pittsburgh Pirates.
"I believe I am throwing
harder than last year," said
Seaver after he sent the
Pirates to only their third loss
in 18 games. "I have
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from that injury of two years
ago. Most of my strikeouts
tonight were on fastballs that
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AMERICAN LEAGUE
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briefly beside the champ
East
and was gone.
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.476 1942
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Minnesota 73 72 .503 9/
California 66 79 .455 181Y2
64 79 .448 17'12
Texas
63 82 .434 19x2
Chicago
Monday's Results
Chicago 4-5, Kansas City 3-4
Cleveland 8, Boston 3
Detroit 3, New York 1
Baltimore 5, Milwaukee 3, 10
innings
California 6, Texas 2, 14 innings
If you're between the ages'of 8-13 and like
Oakland at Minnesota, ppd ,
football, then enter Punt.Pass & Kick. You'll
40
rain
have a chance to test your football stills by
NATIONAL LEAGUE
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where you'll compete for the PP&K national
STUDIO'S NEW MOVIE'
82 60 .577 5
Pitts
ip.
ionsh
champ
THE MULE WHO KICKS
New York 75 67 .528 12
HIS TEAM TO THE
SUPER BOW., AT YOUR
65 79 .451 23
Chicago
FAVORITE THEATF1E.
St. Louis 63 77 .450 23
Montreal 48 92 .343 38
West
Competition Begins Sept. 20
Cincinnati 93 52 .641
81 62 .566 11
Los Ang
Come into our dealership with your parent or
71 74 ..490 22
n
Housto
guardian and sign up.it's as easy as that' And be
Diego 67 79 .469 261San
you're
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Tips
PP&K
free
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San Fran 66 81 .449 26
registering. It has tips from the pros on how to
62 82 .431 30,2
Atlanta
prepare for PPV
Monday's Results
Atlanta 5-3, Los Angeles 1-4
Philadelphia 7, Montreal 2
New York 5, Pittsburgh 0
St. Louis 4, Chicago 3
San Francisco 3,San Diego 2,
10 innings
Corner 7$$i& Male
Only games scheduled

See Marjorie Major

FM LANDS TRAVEL 140E110
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When

BIG
JOHN

Came To
Town
Food Prices
Came Tumbling Down

1

DARE TO
COMPARE
„a AUTOMATIC
Whirlpool WASHERS

Baseball Standings

COMPARE AT
$319

says,

s 8ay -13
KRegiistdertod

Model LDB 5300

• Space-saving 24" width
• 3 cycles. NORMAL,SHOPT
and PERMANENT PRESS
• Cool-down care for
Permanent Press fabrics
• 3 wash /rinse energy-saving
water temp selector
.•asy-to-clean filter
2 hp. motor
1
• Heavy-duty /
• Porcelain-enameled top
and lid
• SURGILATOR0 agitator
• Bac-Pac Laundry -Information
Center

for the 16th annual

Punt,Pass& Kick,
It's fun and it'sfree.

Register Now!

Parker
Ford,Inc.

Easy-clean lint filter —
Traps 1101 during all
washing and rinsing
cycles Easy to remove
and clean by tapping it
lightly on top edge of
waste.basket

Cool-down care for
Permanent Press fabrics Helps Permanent
Press articles return to
their original contours
prior to spinning

Hazel Hwy.

Dunn Furniture,
T.V. & Appliance

753-3037
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Wildcats' Ramsey Selected As
Southeastern Back Of The Week

RE'tiRRD

LOULSVILLE, Ky. (A?) — drop back."
It took Derrick Ramsey only
Ramsey
credited
his
two
to
plays
show offensive line, a patchwork
unsuspecting Oregon State unit that dominated Oregon
and 57,000 Kentucky fans that State throughout the game,
he and the Wildcats' new with
much
of
his
wishbone offense were made effectiveness.
for each other.

RACER RECRUITS—New members of the Murray State women's basketball team are from left to right, Patsy Borton, Debbie
Gentry, Kathy Hughes, Lisa Davis, Linda Blackburn, Mary Jane Gates, Sandra Schuster, Karen Healy, Amy Flory, Wanda Schwarti,
Shen-i Tromel and Ida Prather.
(Staff shoo y Asa. trawdess)

defensive replacement in the
ninth inning, smacked a tworun homer in the 10th that
boosted_ the Orioles past Milwaukee. Reggie Jackson had
doubled in front of Muser, who
hadn't homered since the 1974
season.
Fred Holsworth got his
fourth victory without a loss,
while Brewer reliever Bill
George Brett, hitting .338 Castro, 4-5, took the loss.
and battling teammate Hal
Indians 8, Red Sox 3
McRae 1.340) all season for
Rico Carty, Cleveland's 36the AL batting title, faced his
brother five times in the
second game, got two singles
and scored a run.
But he said there was no
special emphasis placed on
their first meeting.
the eighth for the nightcap
victory.
"Those guys (the White
Sox) played like world
champions," .Herzog said.
"We've got to come up with a
big win,something to give us a
spark. We didn't play poorly
tonight They just come up
with the big hits."

TENNIS CHAMPS: Five of the winners in the Murray Country Club's dsompionship tennis tournament are shown with their trophies following a recent awards dinner at the club. From the lift,
they are: Mrs.Edwina Simmons, winner of the ladies' singles and the women's doubles with Mrs.
Jennie Sue Smock, second from the left; Mrs. Lannette Hunt, who teamed with her husband, Eddie, fourth from left, to win the mixed doubles; Hunt, men's singles champion and who teemed
with Hal Houston, right to win the men's doubles. In the junior division, Brod Boone and Kevin
Roy won the boys' doubles; Candy Jackson and Patty McIntosh, won the girls' doubles, while
Bred mid Tammy Boone teamed up to win the junior mixed doubles.

808 Chestnut

753-0425

Biggest Sale
Ever
Everything in the store
at

10%,20%,30%,4096
and even 50% Off
Get your Christmos Gifts Early?

(Records & Tapes Excluded From Sale)

By MARVIN R.PIKE
AP Sports Writer
BUFFALO (A?) — The
night belonged to Miami's
Norm Bulaich and Bob Griese.
Part of it belonged to Buffalo's
O.J. Simpson.
It was Bulaich and Griese
and the rest of,,khe Miami gang
who carried the DorPhinsje
30-21 yictory over the Buffalo
Bills Monday night in a
Natonal Football League
season-opening game.
And it was Simpson, their
great running back, -playing
only a bit more than 24 hours
after rejoining the Bills, who
electrified the crowd of 77,683
with his twisting and speed
after catching a fourthquarter pass for a 43-yard
gain.
The game was costly for
Buffalo.
Fullback
Jim

Murray State
Bluegrass Festival

Braxton, whose blocks helped
Simpson gain much of his
yardage the last five seasons,
is finished for the year.
In all, Simpson toted the ball
five timesfor 28 yards. Bulaich, meanwhile, ripped
apart the Buffalo defense with
107 yaids on 19 carries.
"ft was just great blocking
by our offensive line," he
explained. "It was just
reading them and keying off
their blocks that worked."
Griese completed 13 of 21
pas.ses for 199 yards and one
touchdown.
Simpson, who asked three
months ago to be traded to a
West Coast team for family
and business reasons, said
that with Braxton gone "I'll
just have to get ready
quicker."
Miami scored first with
Benny Malone going over
from the five in the first
period. Buffalo deadlocked the
game early in the second
period as Joe Ferguson found
John Holland with a 53-yard

South 12th Street

COST

pass. Later in the game, the
pair teamed for a 58-yard
touchdown.
In between the Holland
touchdowns, Don Nottingham
tallied from one yard out.
Then, Garo Yepremian booted
the first of three field goals
from the 25. The others came
from 25 and 30 yards.
Nat Moore took a 30-yard
scoring pass from Griese, and
Buffalo closed out the scoring
with Ferguson',
. 12-yard pass
to Bob Chandler.
Buffalo's John Leypoldt had
one field goal attempt blocked
and two efforts went wide.
That upset Saban no end.
"Mery Krakau broke down
on the first one and there was
nothing wrong with the other
twsi kicks, except for the man
who kicked them," he saia.
Then,
talking
about
Braxton's injury, Saban said;
"It's funny. We spent the
whole nine weeks getting
Braxton ready to be the big
man in our offense and he
lasts two plays."

John Deere
Model 200
with 39"
mowing pan

List $177r
Now

'1473

Save *300

Other John Deere Tractors
Selling at Cost +$100
(The model 300 and 400 ore selling at cost plus $150)

111111111111111111111111111\
Another Fine Example is the

411PAts
8 H P,

Lawn & Garden Tractor

WOULDN'T YOU REALLY RATHER HAVE
A BIG VILLA APARTMENT AT

DAYTONA BEACH

at the

West.Ky. Livestock Show & Exposition Center
College Farm Road
Murray, Ky.

Factory
List
$1150

Save
175

Envoy your own pirate villa at the World's
.„ Most Famous Beach. 70 minutes from
Disney,World. We have bus tours 3
famous resturants. The Tropics, Hong
Kong, Swedish House

Tickets $4.00 per day; 2 days Se 00 advance tickets
(children under 8 free)

(other Models-with similar savings
in the 16 h. p. class)

Each rills completely equipped for
housekeeping, sir conditioned,
with spacious lawns, room
telephones, TV, shopping center

Friday, 24th.... Concert 7 p.m. to 7:45 p.m.

OCEAN BATHING
pools, recreation hall,
playground Golf. tennis privileges.
An easy drive to all Florida attrx.
tions. pets welcome. Fishing, JaiDog Racing.

Fiddlers Contest 8 p.m. to 9-30 p.m.
Concert 9:45 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.

Saturday, 25th_ Concert 2 p.m.to 3 p.m.
Five String Banjo Contest 8 p.m. to 9-30 p.m.
Band Contest 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Concert 9 a.m. to 10 p.m.

One Example is the

with 36" mower electric start

Sept. 24th & 25th

•
•

2 Swimming

10 5110
Villa
Fete
PARKINS

from

V

014 4"45.1
CATIA04
VAnmee
su petEp

iUA GE
RESORT

hee cow &where awe wriereatiof write

Wm. N. Cherry, Director
P.O. Box 2173
Murray State University, Murray, Ky.

ELLINOR VILLAGE RESORT
ORMOND

BEACH,FLA. 321174 DWI no

Name

La

cA":,..;:ate. 7*
a.

Service After The Sale

Large'

641°▪▪`

—Square Dancing Each Night—
For details contact

FRONTIER
I
ueNag RoarinAP
Every Wednesday night

AT
with many more at
10% above cost

Dolphins Take 30-21 Victory Over
Bills To Spoil Simpson's Debut

---4mQ Multi.
Engine

Christian Book
Store's

-(I

Many Push Mowers
Riding Mowers and
Tillers being SOLD

Murray-Calloway County Alrport

489-2414

coot over to Jerry's every Wad
ay
night tor the food the West loved
best
Choose from two tires of choice steak
Barbecue thicken or beet Smoked seu
saga and Wens. And special Kids-tuff.
After you've enloyslitd,the akiod things SO
sat, you may won a prrecto keep. Like a
1977 Ford Pinto or other prizes. Register
any Wednesday night 'til Dec. 8, 1976. No
purchase necessary

On Lawn & Garden Equipment

Thorobred Flying Service,Inc.

489-2721

Top 20 Teams
At A Glance

MY t3eANSA
SAUSME WIL-L. DO
JUSTiCE TO YOUR
APPETIfr. D
YOUR E3UDGET!

SALE

The loss, coupled with
Baltimore's triumph, cut New
York's lead in the American
League East to 91, games.
Orioles 5,Brewers 3
Tony Muser, inserted as a

Contact
IIMCVARMI
Bill Fuller or Johnny Parker

L,

End of
the Summer

Tigers 3, Yanks 1
Rusty Staub and Willie
Horton hit successive sixthinning homers and Detroit
starter Jim Crawford picked
up his first victory in seven
decisions with the help of
reliever John Hiller. It was
Miller's 13th save. -

,

Eat the food that won the West.
Win a Pinto as our guest.

By The Associated Press
The Top Twenty teams in
The Associated Press college
football poll, with first-place
votes in parentheses, season
records and total points. Points
based on 20-18-16-14-12-104-6-76-5-4-3-2-1:
1. Michigan(28) 1.0-01,077 2.0hio St.(18) 143 1,076
3.Pitt (9)
1-0-0
892
After a troublesome season 4. Oklahoma(4)1-0-0
5.UCLA (2)
1-0-0
731
year-old designated hitter, led trying to run the veer offense
6.Missouri
1-0-0
480
a I3-hit Cleveland attack with last season, Ramsey was
7.Penn St.
1-0-0
464
two doubles, two singles and thrilled when Kentucky Coach
8.Nebraska
0-0-1
446%
an RBI as the Indians battered Fran Curd installed the
Wishbone last spring. "It is
9.Georgia
1-0-0
376
the Red Sox.
1-0-0
370
Dennis Eckersley, 11-12, suited to his talent because 10.Maryland
11.Texas A&M 1-0-0
281
was the winner with relief help— lies such a strong runner,
Ctirci said.
12.Arkansas
1-0-0
268
from Davi;LaRoche.
more familiar with it 13.Kansas
2-0-0
153
Aagels 6, Rangers 2
4
0-1-0
108
Joe Hoerner walktd home becTuse I ran it in high 14.Alabama
101
Andy Etchebarren in the 14th school," said Ramsey. "It 15.Boston Col. 1-0-0
84'1
inning for the go-ahead run, allows you more time to read 1.6.LouLsiana St. 0-0-1
72
and the Angels exploded four !defensive keys), and instead. IN,Carolina 2-0-0
of going down the line, you 18.Arizona St. 0-1-0
66 •
runs to down the Rangers•
19.Teitas
0-1-0
57
20.Mississippi 1-1-0
54

Royals Drop Twinbill To Chisox,
Lead Over A's Only Four Games
. By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
With a good series against
the Minnesota Twins behind
him, KansakAty Manager
Whitey Herzog thought he had
the American League West
title all wrapped up.
But things suddenly took a
turn for the worse Monday
nightt . when the Royals
dropped both ends of a
doubleheader to the Chicago
White Sox,4-3 and 5-4.
The two losses cut Kansas
City's lead to four games over
the Oakland As, whose game
against Minnesota .Monday
night was rained out.
•
"It looks like it's going to
boil down to the six games we
have left with Oakland,"
Herzog said. "We have to beat
them. That's all there is to it."
Chicago won both contests
in the eighth inning and got
complete games from starters
Chris Knapp, 3-1, and Ken
Bret* 10-9, who had to face
brother George, Kansas City's
third baseman, for the first
time ever during the regular
season.
Kevin Bell's sacrifice fly in
the eighth inning won the
opener, and Jim Spencer
gnashed a three-run homer in

The 6-foot-4%, 222-pound
lunior from Camden, N.J.,
fired 17 yards to Greg Woods
for that intial touchdown to
begin the greatest afternoon of
his career. In the two quarters
he played, Ramsey added
touchdown runs of 4, 8, and 7
yards and passed for another
.touchdown.
For that five-touchdown
performance, Ramsey was
named The Associated Press
Southeastern Back of the
Week.

••

,.,

West Kentucky's Bargain Center

Murray Supply
Co. Inc.
WE.Main

•• op es mil,

4
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FIE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS
2 Notice

If You
--Heed Them:

vonnimar•---..mmommoir
NOTICE
Alter being ois of the Construction Business for six
years in Calloway County, I
would like to take this opportunity to let all my old
fnends and customers know
that I am back in business.
For farm and residential
building, plus all types of
remodeling call

Ray Barrow
Construction

Advertisers

or.
the
first insertion of ochefor
corr•chon
Thl'S
newspaper will be
responsible for only
on* incorrect insertion
ANY ERROR SHOULD 81
REPORTED IMMEDIATELY SO, PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
ANtrNaTtPY US-PROMPTLY IN CASE OF AN
ERROR

requested to check

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger 8.
Times

PRONE NUMBERS
FOR THE
LEDGER

BLUEBERRY PATCH
No. 12, Dixieland
Shopping Center. Free
shirt with any pair of
Jeans bought this week.

Check
Your
Ad

753-1441
Fire
753-1621
Police
Rescue
753-6952
Ambulance 753-9332
Hospital
Emergency 753-5131
Humane Society..
'753-3994
Comprehensive
753-6622
Care
Poison Control 753-7588
Senior Citizens753-0929
Needline... 753-NEED
Learn to Read 753-2288

MU-436-2214
Li v4411 por••••••
Co 44 p•er

DEPARTMENTS
ARE AS FOLLOWS

1
News, Society and
Sports
753-1918,
Retail Display . advertisiitg 753- 1919.
Classified Display,
Classified, Circulati7
on and the Business
Office
may
be
reached on 7537916and 753-1917

ADVERTISING
DEADLMES

,

All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All reader classifies
must be submitted by
3 p. m. the day before
publication.

I

Gotta' be

I

"TIGERS"

EXPERIENCED
cashiers. Send resume
to P.O. Box 421, MUrraYi
Ky.

All Week!

WHAT WE do best is
care. NEEDLINE, 7536333.
LOSE WEIGHT with New
Shape Capsules and
Hydrex Water Pills at
Scott prug, Chestnut
Street,,Murray, Ky.

10 MEN OR ladies with
cars wanted for light
delivery work, very
good daily pay. Must be
neat appearing and have
drivers license. Work
full or part time-days,
evenings or both. Apply
203 South 5th Street,
Miller Building, Suite
104, start applying after
9 a.m. Wednesday,15th.

10 Business Opportun
SERVICE STATION - 4
pumps, 2 storage tanks,
land, building. On Highway 67 Mo. city terms.
Byerfinder, Sikeston,
Mo.

CHRISTIAN
Book
Center, 808 Chestnut.
Call 753-7527 or 753-0425.
14. Want To Buy
USED
METAL
DETECTOR. Phone 7536392.

Inv esh4401•4

WEST KENTUCKY'S
only Bed and Bath Shop
NOTICE-Dill Electric is 4 is the "Green Door,"
buying used air
Dixieland Center. See
conditioners. Call 753me soon! Bobs Hopper.
9104 or 753-1551.

HAIRCUT $1.00, Shave,
$.75, at Hornbuckle
Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,
hours 84; Saturday 8-3.

& TIMES

6 Help Wanted

2. Notice

2 Notice

IENT RINSENVAC
N.seer "ils-h-pearsafr'
claws =Mill 411
EASItY3$sa%W portable poem •
been Pp

6. Help Wanted
WANTED SOMEONE to
sell or buy Watkins and
other products. Call 7535550.

ERFECTIVB.YPoi Meal OM Mime
ion ewe army Pt fool
pas ii opollo poop

- ADDITIONAL HELP
NEEDED at Jerry's
Refinishing and Custom
Built
Furniture.
Experience necessary.
Apply in person. Six
miles South of Murray
...On Highway 641.

ECONOMICALLYatom me way

yofoupols ao-ol
• traction of tflo coot
MO SAVE UP TO
$25 00 PEP MOW

Ilitmt lit wily $12.00i lay
"848-Air Doierltire
11•141 crow 70302

$25.00 PER HUNDRED
stuffing envelopes. Send
self-addressed, stamped
envelop.
TK
ENTERPRISE, Box 21679,
Denver,CO 80221.

TELEPHONE
15
RECEPTIONISTS
wanted. Good salary, no
experience necessary,
we train you. All ages.
Apply 203 South 5th,
Miller Building, Suite
104, start applying after
9 a.m. Wednesday:15th.
BABYSITTER WANTED
in hazel. Three or4 days.
a week. No weekends,
flexable hours. Call 2473724 or 642.4729.
WANTED,
SALES
consultant who has
successful sales experience. Earn $300-4500
per week, plus auto
expense
bonus.
Tremendous future if
you are the right person.
Must be married,
honest, dependable, and
willing to assume
responsibility. If you
feel you are qualified,
dial Paducah 443-4595.

LATE MODEL used 7 ft.
pickup disc. Also metal
Martin box and metal
Sparrow trap. Call
Edwin Parks,435-4347.
15. Articles For Sale
MORGAN PORTABLE
heavy duty storage
building. 10' x 40' also
can be finished inside
for living quarters. Call
753-8560 or 354-6392.
BATH
TUB 4 ENCLOSURE Kits. Marblized and solid colors
can be installed by
amateur. Murray
lAupber Co., 104 Maple.

Toddlers Wear 2104 I

The Youth Shop
504 Mao
(Behind Peoples Bonk)

414 %%4 Is

2

ONE iw ON THE BATTLEFIELD
D.C. STANDS FOR DOC.TOR
DOCTOR iLIA5HINGTON PAS AN DOCTOR WASHINGTON LOOKED
AT BUNKER HILL AND SAID
ONTHALAC1O6IST...HI5 BE5T
FRENO WAS NAMED BUNKE/Z HILL "THERE'S 5OMETHIN6 ACNE WITH
THE lOttiTES OF,
fOUR E4ES!"

Meg ISTORN
REPORT IS ON
ldA941N6TON P.C.

(11

tr•-•

As A RailARD FOR SAVINU
HIS FRIENDS V610N,THE
PEOPLE VOTED TO MAhf DOCTOR
'illA5HIN6TON THEIR COACH!

USED FURNITURE
STORE.
Kirksey
crossroads. Call 4892752.

•

1

COUCH $35.00. Part
Beagle pups, 85.00 each.
See after 5:30 at 1208
South 16th.

alast

• •

15 Articles For Sale

MUST GO complete stock Two i972 CHEVROLET 2
of electric wiring, ton trucks. C-60 Series,
material and tools. S. 1072 Chevrolet C-60
Brandon Dill .at DEll tractor, 1969 Chevrolet
Electric, or call 753-9104. tractor C-60, 1971 Ford
two ton F-600. 1972 GMC
Jo: ton enclosed van. Call
GIRLS CLOTHES. Junior
354-6304.
size 5. Call 492-8630.
20 Spurts Equipment
MINOX CAMERA, $50.
Kenmore
sewing 19'75 17' HYDRA SPORT
bass boat. 115 h. p.
machine,
atall
Evinrude. All the extachments, $125. Twin
tras. Call 753-3909 after 5
beds, $50. 23 channel CB
p.m.
and antenna, $75. Call
753-4981.
1973 ALOHA 24' Pontoon
boat, aluminum top,
CLEAN RUGS,-Like new,
1973 Mercury 65 h.p.
so easy to do with Blue
electric start. Blood
Lustre. Rent electric
River. Very nice. (618)
shampooer. Big K, Bel
734-2688, weekends 436Aire Shopping Center,
2192.
ASPHALT
blacktop
14' MIRRO-CRA.FT boat
patch. Now available at
with 63" beam and
Murray Lumber Co., 104
Moody trailer. Both in
Maple St.
excellent condition.
4450. Call 436-2834.
14 STORM windows in
good cond., and 2 piece
2? MusTal
luggage set, blue and
new. 9 -I-Tr. nylon
ALTO SAXOPHONE polyester rug with pad,
perfect playing congreen. Call 753-4931.
dition. Excellent for
beginning
or
in16 Home furnishings
termediate student. Call
753-7228.
TWO
TWIN
SIZE,
Beautyrest box springs
and mattress, 1 maple BALDWN console organ.
Automatic rhythm. Like
upholstered rocker. Call
new.
Call 753-4881.
753-6922. _
MOVING MUST sell
furniture cheap. 1629k2
Farmer Ave. Upstairs.

SELMAR FLUTE, Conn
alto saxophone, Conn
tenor saxophone Call
753-4707.

STEREO CHAIR with
ottoman white with
black interior. Sold for
$500, asking $250. Call
7534564._
__

KIMBALL ORGAN.
Swinger 600. With magic
chord. Like new. Call
753-2942 after 5p.m.

WIGGINS FURNITURE,
2101 miles North of
Murray on 641 has
Armstrong 'vinyl
cushion floor in 9 and 12
ft. widths 16 patterns to
choose from Call 7534566. We deliver.

'
*5730te
.

,7*-- S'M

NOT
GOING TO
WATCH TV
FOR A WHOLE
'•_
WEEK
______Ir.-1

17. Vacuum Cleaners

YOU ARE,
WHEN YOU SEE
MY REPORT
CARD

For Sale

55 Gallon
Drums
It

Thornton Tile
And Marble

4411
6
..
b•
-.
•••dr,A
• *•r
••••
••••t
)
•a, *
, 5,

SID.1tit St.

MURRAY COAL AND Ice
Service, 408 Souilith is
now ready to make
prompt delivery of your
winter coal. We also
have the finest supply of
red and yellow delicious
and red gold apples to
fill your orders, large or
small. Call 753-1813.
ARE YOU thinking about
Christmas? It will be
here before you know It.
Order your hand knitted
gifts today. Everything
from toys to doll clothes,
sweaters to elaborate
wall hangings. My
pattern or yours. Made
to your order for special
Christmas giving. Call
753-2443 today.

, .
THE PHANTOM

ao/1:4•••,,

(WHAT'S GOI Na
TO STOP
YOU ?
--\-__y_____,

IF THIS KIND-HEARTED
MAN DOESN'T GO AWAY
THEY'LL seE
FROM
THE YACHT„,

RUE3f345-4,

Atta5 ROM;WriC
RE...5.TANCe
PA5
511 OME37 #
-7111-0
T_HWEG
AT E
AT_
- I'M

ELECTROLUX &tills
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.

1956 INTERNATIONAL 2
ton farm truck, flat bed.
solid side boards, runs
good, good shape.
$575.00. Call 753-0123,
night, 753-7699.
SIX FOOT, 6 inch grain
auger with 1 h.p. motor,
new condition. $135. Call
436-2149.
1954 INTERNATIONAL
farm truck, good -eondition. Stake bed with
sideboards, good hay or
bean truck. Call 753-0123
days,753-7699 nights.

FOR BKI-t tit cleaning,
to keep colors gleamfng,
use Blue Lustre carpet
cleaner. Rent electric
shampooer. Western
Auto home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop."

NEED MORE *GRAIN
hauling capacity? Hook
your pickup to a Tri-Star
gooseneck grain trailer
from Agri-Products. 350
bushel bed, 20 ton hoist,
floatation tires. $1,000
off Call 753-2958.

COAL. Lump, egg or
stoker. Write Edward
!pock, 812 Gerring
Street. Phone 667-5950,
Providence, Ky.

12 STRING ELECTRIC
guitar. 314' x 7' pool
tahle with accessories.
Call 753-8560 or 354-6392.
CONRAD'S PIANOS +
organs, Kimball and
Baldwin, Lowery - Story
and Clark. Largest
selection in Western
Kentucky, 753-1424,
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
Ky.

45 JOHN DEERE cornbine, good condition.
With or without cony
header. 17 ft. 6 fri7
Tuffline fold up disc. Set
of five 16 International
plows. Call 753-4487 or
753-6779.
MAYRATH AUGER,55ft.
8 in. P. T. 0. Latest
model, hardly used. Call
345-2794, Farmington.

BARGAIN PRICES ON:
2-Loads desks, chairs FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
and file cabinets. Over
Supply Co., 1-444-6885,
50 selections of 4x8
Paducah,Ky.
paneling from $2.75 to
$7.00 per sheet, 4x8
804 INTERNATIONAL
exterior siding at $6.40
tractor, 12 ft Inter4x9 exterior siding at
national wheel disc. 5-16
$7.20. Ross & Tuck
in. semi-mt. plows. Two
Salvage. Box 88, Martin,
row Ford drill. Call 395Tn. 38237. Phone 5877463.
3000.

27 Mobile Hume Sales

SLUGGS, SNAILS WOOD
fungis, mold, roaches,
insects and termites.
Plastic put under house.
Kelly Termite and Pest
Control,753-3914.

Rz
EXTRA WE 1973 12 x 52
2 bedroom -mobile home.
With or without furniture. Call 753-7855,
1173k x7.4 Double wide
trailer, central heat and
air, carpet throughout
except kitchen and 2
baths, storm windows
and
underpinning.
Phone for appointment
753-0412.

CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all
mattresses,
Heltopedic or foam.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323,
26 TV Radio
CLOSE OUT ON ALL 76
Zenith T.V.s. New 77
models on sale, Sisson's
TV:Sales and Service,
Cuba, Ky. 382-2426. Open
Sundays.
REGENCY CR-230 CB
radio, $160. Texas
Instrument Sr-50. $60.
Call 753-0993 weekdays
after 5 p.m.
REALISTIC 4 vhannel
AM-FM stereo. Toyo
CHR-335
8
track
recorder. 8300. Call 7538449.

-

4

•

4

WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
28 Heating 8 Cooling
140,000 BTU Sears portable space heater. For
indoors or outdoors. Call
753-8560 or 354-6392.
29 Mobile Horne Rentals
TWO
BEDROOM
TRAILER for rent.
Large lot. Gas or
electric. In Thomas
Robert Subdivision. $90
month.
Deposit
required. Call 753-2203.
TWO
• HOUSE
TRAILERS,
on
waterfront lots. Electric
heat and air. 860 per
month. Call 436-2427.
31 Want To Rent
VOUNG COUPLE with
one child would like
house or trailer with 2
car garage or workshop.
Contact Mike at 7538730.

UMW
For
Rent
Small furnished 3
bedroom house for
college students. Call
753-5865 days or 7535108 after 6:00 p.

THREE
ROOM
furnished apartment in
Murray.
Deposit
required. Call 767-4055.

I

For Real
Midges, eperfewmits fee
ceases girls. Plsees 753-

Shut 753-5165

33 Rooms for Rent
ROOMS FOR RENT,
young women, 1 block
from Campus. $40.00 per
month plus deposit. Call
753-9846.
34 Houses For Rent

NICE TWO BEDROOM
country home, city
water, electric heat.
Couple.
No
pets.
References. Call 7537551.
36 For Rent Or tease
FOR LEASE-2business
buildings at 603-607
South 4th Street at South.
4th and Sycamore. ,
Formerly Murray:
Antique Shop and
Brenda's Beauty Shop.
Call 753-7499, 753-6671 or
522-8469.
37 livestock

Supplies

TWO WHITE faced bulls.:
See or call Rainey
Lovins,436-2392.

Repossessed Clearance
-Joke Up Monthly Payments

Spinet Plano
25" Color TV
23" Color TV
'19" B/W TV
Spinet Organ
2 Manual Organs
Electric Guitar
Ovation Guitar
AM/FM Stereo-Phono
Olds Trumaet

-- 6

1959 MOBILE home 10 x
50. Call 753-0209.

24 -Miscellaneous
BACK HOME in orginial
location
West Ky.
Mattress, 1136 South
3rd, Paducah. Opening
special Health Mattress
regular 89.50, 48.50 Twin'
size-48.50 full 58.50. Call
1-443-7323.

38

1968 CHEVELLE 12 x 80.
Call 492-8330 after 5p.m.

23 Ex termtnating

19. Farm EquipmEtn1

SIXTEEN FOOT, 6 inch
grain auger with 1 h.p.
motor, new condition.
$135. Call 436-2149.

CHANNEL SIX antenna.
$8.00. Call 753-1712 after
4 p.m.

•

KIRBY VACUUM- Sales
and Service, 500 Maple
Street. New and rebuilt
vacuums. Call 753-0359.
24 Hour answering
service.

HOTPOINT
REFRIGERATOR and
Sears deep freeze. Call
753-0996.

11/2 H.P. Myers deep well
pump. Good condition.
With accessories. Call
437-4753.

19. farm Equipment

PAC

1223'
s18"
$700

_s14"
90"
92"
0"

J 3 B Music chestnut St.

a
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,er Pets

Suppl#es

41. Public Sales

REGISTERED

Pointer
with IhrhiteNnight blood.
6 months old. Can be
seen at Kellys Pest
Control.

LLEWELYN SETTER
dog. Four years old.
stylish. Bondhu line.
$250. Call 753-7585 after 4
p.m.

nvo

YEAR OLD male
St. Bernard, also very
small gentle pony. Call
436-5467.

d.
er

LARGE
MALE
St.
Bernard with papers.
Will accept best offer.
Call 753-0493.
41 Public Sales

or
II

THREE PARTY garage
.sale, Tuesday, Wednesa; and Thursday.
September 14, 15, 16.8 to
6.709 Goodman. Lots of
clothing.

nt.
or
as
190
sit

RUMMAGE SALE and
'Bake sale. St. John
Episcopal Church, 1620
West Main. Saturday,
September 18, 9:00 a.m.4:00 p.m. Lots of good
house paint. Project of
Senior Citizens. Pots,
flowers, clothing, etc.

on

FOUR PARTY YARD
Sale. 503 Vine Street.
New dishes, pots and
pans, new and used
sheets, pillow cases,
queen size and regular.
Clothing, shoes, Avon,
pictures, pole and other
lamps. Many household
items. Riding toys and
something for everyone.
Wednesday, Thursday,
Friday and Saturday. 9-

$

9

FOUR

FAMILY yard
sale. Wednesday and
Thursday, 15 and 16. 302
South 6th.9am.-?

FOUR PARTY yard Sale.
Five miles North of
Murray
at
Almo
Heights.
Tuesday,
Wednesday
and
Thursday, 19, 15, and 16.
8:30-9.
43 Real Estate
DO YOU WANT to Live in
one of the finest lake
subdivisions? Whether
you want to buy and
build now or build later,
now is the time to buy
one or.,more of these
choice Tots on Kentucky

Lake at Cedarling Hills,
next
to
Lakeway
Shores.Call Guy Spann
Realty to get all details
about these beautifully
wooded lots priced from
$1690, 901 Sycamore,
753-7724.
175 ACRES of good farm
Land with lots of crop
land for bean, corn or
wheat. Some bottom
land that could be
cleaned for additional
crop space. Reasonably
priced. Owner may
finance. JOHN
C.
•NEUBAUER,
REALTOR, 505 Main
St., Murray, 753-0101 or
753-7531.
LOT FOR sale on Lake
Barkley with paved St.,
service, elecphone
tricity and city water.
$995.00 call days 522-8902
or nights 753-1742 or 7534060,terms available.

11122111111111111

43. Real Estate

FOR ALL YOUR
SURANCE or
estate needs.
Wilson Insurance

INreal

Call

and
Real Estate, 753-3263.
Across from Post Office.

BUTTER WORTH RD. off
Highway 94 East. 3
bedroom, 2 bath brick
home with carport,
electric wall heat, wallto-wall carpeting, and
built-in range. Extra
large lot has its own well
and septic tank. 6' x 8'
storage building. For
more details, call 753'8080 or come by 105 N.
12th, Boyd Majors Real
Estate.
KENTUCKY LAKE
Woodland
AREA.
acreage for sale by
owner. 16 acres with 600
feet of County Road
frontage - $600 per acre.
12 acres plus 100' x 200'
access Lot - $400 per
Small down
acre.

payment and monthly
payments to suit tile
Buyer. For directions to
inspect phone 436-5320 or
436-2473.
THREE BEDROOM
BRICK home on one
acre lot located West of
Murray surrounded by
quiet, scenic countryside. This is a like
new, modern ranch style
home with large brick
fireplace in living room,
large modern kitchen,
central heat and air, and
new concrete block
building,
storage
workshop behind home.
Priced in mid 20's.
Phone Kopperud Realty,
753-1222.
"

AUCTION
4

3
Or

II

Friday, September 17, At 11 A. M.
- FORMERLY THE SAM DOWNS PROPERTY Located near Barkley Lodge entrance 400' of Hwy. 68, 6 miles
west of Cadiz,
Ky., or 3 Mlles east of Barkley Lake, less than 5 minutes to golf course,
marina &
Barkley Lodge.

tin
sit

86 ACRES TO BE OFFERED IN 2 TRACTS, THEN COMBINED
TRACT 1 -12 beautiful wooded acres with NU length road frontage on
ore side.
TRACT 2- 74 grecs seedy rolling acres, suitable for cattle, farming or bone
saes.

OWNERS: Bock It Jean Wilson

Sate By:
a
Is
City::

r'r+

beat;:,
753-'

Thomas White & Sons
AUCTION & REALTY
Only Available Tract Near Lodge Entrance
(502) 388-7251 or 388-7088

51.Services Offered

CLEAN AND NEAT 3
bedroom brick home
well located
near
shopping centers.
baths, double carport
and family room. Well
landscaped yard has
large wooden storage
building. Bargain
priced. For an appointment, call 753-8080
or come by 105 N. 12th,
Boyd Majors. Real
Estate.
,

FIVE ROOM house for

sale or rent. To a mature
couple with references.
A large garden and no
pets. Call 753-7449.
REDUCED
1! Subdivision at Junction of
Highway East 54 and
230. 3 Bedroem brick,
large den with fireplace,
living room, dining
room, kitchen, utility,
and lea baths. Central
heat and air. Carpeting
throughout. Good
location. Phone 753-7857.
46 Homes for Sale
FOUR BEDROOM brick,
$25,000, 1007 Olive St.
Murray. Call 753-7448.
HOUSE FOR SALE, 2
bedroom house at 403
South 8th. Small down
payment. Will finance if
needed. Has a small
cottage in back which
can be rented. Call 7538669.
LARGE FAMILY ROOM
- kitchen, 3 bedrooms,

plus den, 2 baths,
workshops-storage
building. Central air,
electric heat. Call 7539380.
HOUSE AND LOT 100 x
52. Two bedrooms,
living room,kitchen and
bath. Fully carpeted.
Mrs. Elsie Stone, 407 N.
3rd, Murray, Ky. 42071.
Call 753-4418 or 753-0102.
NEW GATESBOROUGH
home, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths. Open beamed
cedar den. Dining, living
room. Sunny yellow
kitchen. Large lot,
redwood deck. Catt 7537982.

OWNER MOVING - 3
bedroom, kitchen,
dining room, all builtins, electric heat and
air, laundry room and
large bath. Call 489-2116
after 6 p.m.

:
Jr

NOTICE
The Grain Companies of Murray, Ky. wish to notify the Corn Producers of
this area that effective Tuesday, September 14, 1976 we will not accept corn
_
higher than 23 per cent moisture until further notice.

bulls.
iney

This action is necessary because the higher moisture corn reduces the speed of
drying and requires more natural gas. The corn crop* is nearly three times larger
than normal and as we are also hampered by a shortage of rail transportation. We
will greatly appreciate your cooperation during this period and we will be happy to
run moisture tests for you. For further information contact:

St.

Farmers Grain Co. 753-3404
Farris Grain Co. 753-3462
Or Murray Warehousing Corp. Inc.,
753-8220

lurches
Jewelry

K AND H REPAIR. 94
East. Phone 753-3323.
We buy, sell and repair
appliances and mowers.

firewood. Call 753-4707.

"'FOLLOW 11-tA1 VelANV WAGON."
46 Homes for Sale

ROBERTS
REALTY-your leader
in sales for 1976 needs
your listings. Call 7531651, if you are in-

terested
property.

selling your

HOUSE BY OWNER, 4
bedroom brick, dining
room, central heat and
air. Two car garage,
basement. Call 753-8821.
BY
OWNER -1721
Keenland Drive. Three
bedroom brick, central
heat and air, 2 baths,
built-in appliances. Call
753-7722.
47 MDioicycies
1976 750 HONDA, 1100
miles. Has Harley
wheels, Windjammer
Three and sissy bar.
$1800. Call 437-4292.
1973 HONDA CB 350.
Good condition. $506.
Call 753-5563
1970 KAWASAKI 175 trail.
Newly rebuilt engine.
Electric start. Looks
and runs good. $185. Call
753-2263.
1975 HONDA 750. 51250
Call 753-5744.
48 Automotive Service

49 Used Cars 8 Trucks
NEW 1975 DODGE 1)400,

2 ton truck. 900 tires,
7,000 pound front axle.
17,000 pound rear axle.
Call /53-4652 or 753-8295
aftep.m.. .

on

MAVERICK, good
tires. New battery.
$475. Can be seen at 1404
Poplar, or call 753-5238
after 5 p.m.

Including all pacts.
pickup and delivery.
Call 753-5606.

AIR SHOCKS, cash and
carry. $43.95. Barretts
Service Center, 639
South 4th.
AUTO CLEAN
UP,
glazed, machine buffed
and waxed. $25. Free
pickup and delivery.
Call 753-5606.

1972 FORD GRAND
TORINO Sport, Power
steering, air, F.M.
stereo tape, 40,000 miles.
Excellent condition.

1973 PLYMOUTH, 2 door
hardtop. Call 753-1979.

EXPERIENCED
PAINTING,interior and
,exterior by the hour or
job. Free estimates. Call
753-8343.
AVAILABLE
EX.
PERIENCED-- housekeeper,
babysitter. Phone 7631387.
- -

1968 FORD truck with
camper. Also 1e72 350
Jawa motorcycle. Less
"Than 2,000 miles. All in
good condition. Call 7539991.

LAKELAND
CONSTRUCTION backhoe
work in Baywood,
Panorama Shores area.
White rock delivered
anywhere. Call Ross,
436-2505.

1974 VEGA one owner,
automatic, air condition, radio, excellent
condition. Only 17,000
miles. Price $2,150. Call
753-9501.
THREE VOLVOS for
sale. 1975 and 1974
station wagons. Call 4374738.
1971
FORD
VAN
Econoline. Excellent
condition. Call 753-7853.
1974 CAPRI, 4 speed,
copper color. Excellent
condition. 23,000 miles,
$2400. Call 753-4712.
EXTRA
NICE 1968
Rambler Ambassador,
air condition, 4 speed, 5
good tires, front and
rear. speakers. Power
steering. $595. C.011 4892595.

FOR
SALE
1971 Bonneville Pontiac. Priced to sell.

Call 753.5738
1976 JEEP,4 wheel drive
truck. Excellent condition. Call 753-0412.
1975 LOW MILEAGE
'Chevy Blazer. White
with Chevy Pack. 19,000
miles. Call 753-4881.
50 Camoers
TRAVEL TRAILER with
air condition, toilet,
sleepS 6. $895.00. Call
753-7585 after 4 p.m.

1976 MONTE CARLO. 16' TRAILER, camper.
Silver with burgundy top
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
and interior. Bucket
seats plus all extras.
51 Seiwes Offerec
Call 753-0123 before 5,
after 5 753-6266.
CUSTOM SPLIT rail
fencing: oak rails, stone
1171 DODGE VAN, new
DAM'. Call 901-247-5569
tires, mag wheels,
for free survey and
chrome side pipes.
estimate.
Paneled. $2500. Call 7530579 after 6 p.m.
PAINTING, cabinet
finishing, sheetrock
1971 DODGE VAN with
finishing, texture
new factory engine.
ceiling. Call Ralph
5,000 miles, shag rug,
Worley,436-2658.
stereo. Excellent condition. Mag wheels. Call TREE TRIMMING and
753-8119 nights, 753-6209.
removal. 10 years experience. Call 436-2294.
1968 FORD FAIRLANE,
good condition. Call 435- CUSTOM
HAY bailing
4396.
stand custom combine.
Call 753-8090.
1965 DODGE Pickup.
Runs good. Needs a
DOZER WORK - email
muffler. $475. Call 436size ideal for leveling,
2634.
spreading
backfilling.
Call 75'3-7370 or 753-7570.

1970 GREMLIN - 6 rye.
straight shift. Rocket
wheels and white letter
tires. $700.00. Phone 3546217

Call 753-5827 or 753-9618,

1976 CHEVROLET Monza
Town Coupe. Automatic,
power steering, 8,000
miles. Call 753-5868.

49 Used Cars 8 Trucks
1965
CHEVROLET
pickup. $300 or best offer
by September 15. Call
436-2227.

CARPET CLEANING
experienced,
vet)*
reasonable rates,
references,
free
estimates. Quick drying.

INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling
bills, call Doug Taylor at
753-2310
for
free
estimates.

AUTO TUNE UPS,$17.50.

Phone 527-9959.

Mess
3-607";
• $ the •
ore.I
rray!
and
Shop.:
I or ;

51. Services Offertil

51. Services Offered

WILL
DO
.. _TREE TOPPING and
BOOKKEEPING for
-tree removal. Call 753small businesses in my
6477.
home. References
available. Call 753-8538

NEED TREES cut or

NEW FOUR BEDROOM,
2 bath home just West of
city limits of Murray.
This is new listing and
features large den with
fireplace, living room,
kitchen, formal dining
room, 2 car attached
garage with concrete
driveway, electric heat
pump, and many other
fine features. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7531222 anytime, day or
night, for full time Real
Estate Service.

TERMS: 20% down; balance up to 3 years.

ENT,
block
00 per
. Call

3IE IP X 3073

BLACKTOP PAVING
and seal coating. For
free estimate, call 7537238

PAINTING,
best
references furnished.
Call 753-0076.
TREE TRIMMING and
removal. 10 years experience. Call 436-3294.
PAINTING,
best
references
furnished.
Call 753-0076.

BOB'S
HOME
IMPROVEMENT SERVICE, carpentry,
painting, cement work.
Call 436-2502.

For dependable watch and
jewelry repair
Factory Approved
Accutron Service

GLASS REPLACEMENT

homes,
for
work
automobiles,and stores.
Complete
line
of
mirrors, glass shelves
and table tops; and also
aluminum storm doors
and windows repaired or
replaced.
Plus
aluminum store front
work. Mobile service.
Free estimate. M and G
Complete
Glass,
Shoppitig
Dixieland
Center. Call 753-0180
MOBILE HOME anchors,
custom underpinning,
porce
and
patio
awnings, car porches
an roofs sealed. Call
753-1873 after 5 'Fin:
Jack Glover.
ALUMINUM SIDINGS,
vinyl siding, aluminum
or
vinyl awnings.
Aluminum Service Co.
Call 492-8647.
FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK and backhoe
work needs call John
Lane.Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.
GENERAL BACKHOE
work, white gravel,
bank gravel. Call 4362306.

FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 75101210 for
free eirefeites of your
needs.
WET BASEMENT" We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
DRIVEWAYS graveled,
will haul all types of
rock; white, decorative
and wash rock. All types
of sand and agriculture
lime.
Mark
Bucy
Trucking, call after 4
p.m., 753-8381 or 7535795.
WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and
Wilson
put
aluminum siding and
trim on your house.
Colors, also patio
awnings and aluminum
carports and window
awnings. Phone 753-1873
or 247-5425.

LICENSED ELEC.
TRICIAN prompt efficient service. NO job
too small Call Erneet
White, 753-0605.
KIRBY CARPET CARE
clean rugs of all kinds.:
In business, homes, and
institution rugs come,
clean
by
steam!:

_cleaning_

Flee-estimates. 24 hour an''

swering service, 500
Maple 753-0359._
HOMEMADE 15U1'
TERMINTS and tea
cookies for any special
occasion. Call 753-0763.
_PAINTING, exterior and
interior, new and old
work, with years of back

experience, free
estimates. Call 437-4534.
53. Feed And Seed
WHEAT STRAW for sale.
280 on Pottertown Road.
90 cents a bale, one or
500. Clovis Byerly, 753-4733.
54. Free Column
FREE ADORABLE
female Benji type dog.
All
shots.
Loves
children. Call 753-6613.

COUNTRY ESTATE

Located 4 miles from Murray, elegant home on
lovely 1 acre wooded lot. Home features 4
bedrooms, 2 baths, den with fireplace, living
room, formal dining room, kitchen, utility room,
large 2-car garage, concrete and brick patio.
Home has Andersen windows, central vacuum,
central heat and air, and is beautifully decorated
with quality throughout. Attractively landscaped
yard with brick well house. Phone us today.

KOPPERUD
REALTY
Ph. 7S3-1222

ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 4748841 or 753-7203.
GUTTERING
BY
SEARS, Sears seamless
gutters installed per you
specifications.
Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimate.

CA"?ENTER REPAIR;
and alterations, and
furniture repair. Call
after 5. 4362476.

`teuir

CERAMIC

TILE
bathrooms, Quarry,
slate, mirrors, shower
doors. Paver tile and
brick work. Call James
Hamilton 753-8500.

ELECTROLUX SALES,
and service. Call Tony;
Montgomery, 753-6760:
day or night.

1135. Mt Street
Mvtnry

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.
SENIOR
HORTICULTURE
student
experienced in lawn and
garden care, wishes
part time work. Robert
Wilson, 753-1816.

ROY
HARMON.'S .
CARPENTER SHOPS: \.
Professionals. Building,;
remodeling, repairing,;
Call 753-4124, South 4th:
Street: Across from HI4
Burger.
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The Store For Men
Murray, Ky.
Owners Billy Brandon Jerry Key
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Deaths and Funerals
Mrs. Keller Dies
Mrs. Osborne Dies Mrs. Venie goblin
At Age Of 53 With Sunday Morning
Dies At Parkview;
Myrtie
Osborne,
Mrs.
E.
Rites On Wednesday widow of Albert Osborne, died Rites On Monday
Mrs. Sharlotte Keller of 401
South Sixth Street, Murray,
died Monday at five p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 53 years of
age and her death followed an
extended illness.
The deceased was born
October 2, 1922, and was the
daughter of Edgar Overbey,
who survives, and the late
Elva Anderson Overbey. She
worked as a time clerk for the
New York Central Railroad.
Mrs. Keller is survived by
her husband, Carl W. Keller,
Murray;
father,
Edgar
Overbey, Murray Route Two;
one daughter, Mrs. Jerry
(Penelope) Palfy, and one
son, Carl R. Keller, both of
Kingsville,
Ohio;
two
grandchildren.
The funeral has been
scheduled for Wednesday at
10:30 a.m, at the chapel of the
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home.
BlifLáI wili-tre-irrthe,Murray
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after six p.m,
today ( Tuesday).

Sunday at 5:45 a.m. at the
Calvert City Convalescent
Center. She was 89 years of
age.
Survivors are one son,
Marvin
Osborne
of
Farmington Route One; one
daughter, Mrs. Owen Gross of
Mayfield Route One; four
grandchildren; ten great
grandchildren.. ,
Funeral setVICeS-were held
Monday at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Hoine, Mayfield, with Bro.
James Shockley officiating.
Grandsons
served
as
pallbearers and burial was in
the Cuba Church of Christ
Cemetery.

Cordie Bryan Dies
Saturday; Brother
Of Mrs. Elkins

Politics. . ▪

then chased the sun across the country,
ending his day in Arizona.
For Ford, the second week of the
campaign began like the first week —
with
the
President
studiously
remaining away from the campaign
trail.
Although he was not seeing any
potential voters, plenty of them were
seeing him as he signed bills at
ceremonies designed to put him before
the
television
cameras
and
emphasizing
his
House
White
residency.
Ford, who has left the White House
only once since the fall campaign
season began on Labor Day, plans to
leave Washington on Wednesday for a
speech at his alma meter, the

Mrs. Venie Dublin of Fulton
died Saturday at 1:30 p.m. at
the Parkview Convalescent
Center, Paducah. She was 95
years of age and the wife of
Henry Whit Dublin who died in
March of 1926.
The deceased was born
September 11, 1881, in
Calloway County and was the
daughter of the late Joe
Crowley
and
Angeline
Chatrnan Crowley.
Mrs. Dublin is survived by
four daughters, Mrs. Duleie
Vancil, Paducah, Mrs. Irene
Breckenridge, Forrest City,
Ark., Mrs. Lurlene Erwin,
Union City, Tenn„ and Mrs.
Ernest Harnois, Kokomo, FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
intl.; one son, Joseph S. The quarterly meeting of the
Dublin,
Phoenix,
Ariz.; Ke.ntupicy Board of Eilucation
twenty grandchildren; thirty- is scheduled for today and
eight great grandchildren; six Wednesday.
The
agenda
includes
great great grandchildren.
Funeral services were held discussion of new regulations
Monday at one p.m. at the to implement the state's open
ihapel of theJaeltson Funeral, records law and to provide for
Home, Dukedom, Tenn., with an orderly -procedure for
Rev.
Randell
Jerigan merger of independent and
officiating. Burial was in the county school districts.
Mt. Pleasant Cemetery, north
of Pilot Oak.

State Education

Board Meets Today

University of Michigan. He planned to
meet with his speech writers today to
polish the Michigan address.
In his interview today, Ford said he
will use his Michigan speech to review
his record, and he promised some
surprises.
Questioned in the Oval Office by
reporters in New York who used a longdistance television
hookup, the
President gave this as the thrust*of his
upcoming speech:
"While we've faced some tough
problems in the last two years, we have
recorded accomplishments. We have
restored trust in the White House; we
have turned the economy around; and
we have achieved peace, and we have
the capability and will to maintain it.

Crime Council
frvan Norwood Dies Meeting Is Set
At His Home; Rites
To Be Wednesday

Correction Forums
Scheduled Today

See Us For
Your Home Low

"We'll also talk about domestic
problems,'jobs, home ownership, better
health, crime control, more recreation,
better education. Then we'll point at
some of the things we should do in
foreign policy."
Ford said this will be the theme of his
campaign as well once he hits the road
after Congress ends its current session
Oct. 2.
After the speech, Ford is to return to
the. White House and may not leave
Washington again all month except for
the first of his debates with Carter on
Sept. 23 in Philadelphia.
Meanwhile Sens. Bob Dole, the
Republican
presidential
vice
candidate, and Walter Mondale, his
Democratic counterpart, were crisscrossing the country seeking votes.

The Cooperative English
Test — a requirement for
admission to the teacher
education
professional
programs — will be given at
Murray State University on
Saturday morning,Sept.I8.
No fee is charged and no
advanced
registration is
necessary to take the test,
which will be administered in
Room 652 of the Education
Building at two times — 8:30
and 10 a. m. A student may
take the test at either of the
times.
Application for admission to
the
teacher
education
professional programs may
also be made at the time of the
test.
The following students
should take the Cooperative
English
Test
to
meet
requirements.
—All sophomores who plan
to follow the teacher education
"I
hope
we
can tie."
program.
demonstrate—if we don't it's
Dole's visit came one day
—All juniors, seniors, and
our fault—that we're not before Carter's sun and
graduate students who plan to
writing off anything. We think, daughter-in-law. Jeff and get
certification and who have
on the other hand, the south Annette Carter, were to bring
not taken the test.
may be writing off Gov. the Democratic campaign to__ —Au persona admitted
(Jimmy)Carter," Dole said.
--conditienelly into The _teacher
Dole
spent
The younger Carters were to preparation programs pendan
hour
discussing revenue sharing in be guests at a reception at ing co.npletion
of the test.
a private conference with Democratic Headquarters in
Notice of times and places
officials at the Council of State downtown Lexington at noon, for
a speech and hearing
Governments. He also gave a with a news conference to be
proficiency test, also required
brief address to the Lexington held afterward.
for entrance into the teacher
Chamber of Commerce. The
The Carters also are preparation program,
will, be
rest of his visit was in a far scheduled
to
visit
the given at the
time of the
lighter vein.
University of Kentucky.
Cooperative English Test.
Dole visited a standardbred—
horse farm, _where he learned
a little about the raising of
both horses and tobacco.
After a brief hand-shaking
01,
stop at the University of
Kentucky student center, Dole
dropped in at the Kappa
Sigma fraternity, of which he
was a member at the
University of Kansas.
3AO/4U W11.1, DO
While there, he was asked
several times to predict the
JUSTICE To YOUR
outcome
of
Saturday's
APPETITE.ANDTO
Kentucky-Kansas
football
YOUR E3LID4E1!
game. With a wry grin he said,
"I guess I better predict a
-

Dole Gives Little Hope For
Avoiding Army Depot Shutdown

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) —
Expressing sympathy with
about 2,600 Lexington area
workers who will be out of jobs
when the Blue Grass Army
Curdle '• f Brownie) Bryan,
Depot closes, Republican vice
brother of Mrs. Myrtle Elkins
presidential nominee Robert
of Murray, died Saturday at
Dole, however, says there is
ten p.m: at the Western
little 'lope for any political
Baptist Hospital, Paducah. He
maneuvering to avert the
was 86 years of age and
shutdown.
operated a taxi cab business
"I can't say with finality
at Paducah for many years.
that the book is closed, but I'll
The deceased was a
check on it," Dole said during
member of\the Broadway
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — his five-hour visit to Lexington
The funeral for Mrs. Mary Baptist Church\and operated
The 17th annual conference of Monday.
Christensen of 513 Beal Street, the first Hertz 'Rent-A-Car
"We have got to look at the
the Kentucky Council on
Murray, was held Monday at business in Paducah. He and
facts. Military manpower has
Crime
is
scheduled
2:30 p.m. at the chapel of the his late wife, Mrs. Helen
to begin
been reduced from about 3.5
Max Churchill Funeral Home Bryan, owned and operated
Irvan
Norwood
died here today.
million to 2.1 million. We're
with Dr. James/.. Fisher and Brownie Cab Company them, suddenly Monday at eleven Justice Secretary John L.
faced
each year in Congress
Bro. Grandville Courtney for many years and later the ,a.m. at his home at 1411 Main Smith will deliver the keynote
with more and more defense
officiating and Mrs. Oneida 606 Cab Company and Yellow Street, Benton. He was 67 address Wednesday.
Council President Jim budget cuts," Dole said.
White providing the music.
Cab Company before his years of age.
"I'm suggesting if we don't
Atchison
said he expects more
Pallbearers were Danny retirement.
The deceased
was a
have
the money we can't
than
500
to
attend.
Ross, Gerald Alderdice, J. T.
Survivors include four member of the Olive United
maintain some of 'these
Laws, Bennie George, Calvin sisters, Mrs. Elkins of Methodist Church and the
bases," he added.
•
Todd, and Pat Watkins. Burial Murray, Mrs. Era Derrick, Olive Methodist Men's Club.
Dole said he sympathized
was in the Murray City Mrs. Ethel Messic, and Mrs. He was a retirecTernployee of
with those who might lose
Cemetery.
Carbide
Chemical
Frances Greenfield, all of the
their
jobs at the depot because
Mrs. Christensen
died Marshall
County;
two Company. Born February 22,
an Army base was closed
Saturday at 4:40 p. m. at the brothers, Edgar Bryan of 1909, he was the son of the late
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — some years ago in his own
Murray-Calloway
County Marshall County and Kenneth Jack Norwood and Annie Correction
forums
are district.
Hospital.
Bryan of Berkley, Mich.; Nelson Norwood.
scheduled today between "At the time, I couldn't find
Survivors
include
one several nieces and nephews.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. residents of Shelby, Oldham my
two senators. Somebody
daughter, 1. Mrs.
Flavil
Walker
Norwood, and Trimble counties and told me they
The funeral is being held Mary
only announce
Robertson, Murray; two today at two p.m. at the chapel Bolton; two sons, Wendell
Com- openings and never closings,"
Corrections
state
brothers, Victor Larsen, of the Roth Funeral Home, Norwood of Benton Route missioner David Bland.
Dole said.
Chicago, Ill., and Richard Paducah, with Rev. Jim Pace Four and Joe Norwood of West Bland
has said he plans to The senator from Kansas
Larsen, Clearwater, Fla.; officiating.
Bloomfield, Mich.; seven visit every Keatucliy county promised
to discuss the Blue
four grandchildren, Mrs.
Pallbearers are Kenneth grandchildren; one great within the year ,to riret with Grass Depot Matter with
Michael Todd, Miss Lesa Terry, John and Alfred Bryan, grandchild.
county and city officials and President Ford.
Robertson, and Paul and John Danny Greenfield, Jerry
Funeral services will be citizens to disc.uss problems "I'll be glad
to suggest we
Robertson;
two
great Wilkey, and Claudie English. held Wednesday at two p.m. at the communities face in the take
another look at it, but I
grandchildren, Casey Rob- Burial will be in the Woocllawn the chapel of the Filbeck-Cann corrections area.
think it's sort of a false hope to
ertson and May Ann Todd.
Funeral Home, Benton, with The commissioner began say I'll look
Memorial Gardens.
at it next year,"
Rev.
Steve
Shapard the forum program two weeks he said.
officiating. Burial will be in ago, visiting Bath, Clark and
Asked if the Republican
the Olive Cemetery.
Montgomery counties.
Party
had
written
off
Friends may call at the He will t.1d meetings at 10 Kentucky to the
Democrats,
funeral home.
a.m, in the fiscal court room Dole said,"I wouldn't be down
at
the
Shelby
County here if I were writing it off.
Courthouse; at 1 p.m, in the
"We're very hopeful in
circuit judge's office at the La Kentucky. In fact, we see
07
Grange courthouse and at 3:30 signs of change in the south
p.m.
in
the
Bedford and border states and we're
01/00/0 MSG/ I tell
courthouse.
going to continue to work
00001 PONS
Marshall Jones, former
hard," he said.
American Ambassador to
Malawi, will speak at the
; weekweampurarecike
meeting of the Christian
Men's Fellowship of t,he First
Christian Church to be held
JOHANNESBURG, South Ford's decision stemmed
Wednesday, September 15, at
Africa (AP) — Tens of from election-year politics,
6:00 p.m. at the church.
Jones will speak on thousands of blacks stayed but Scranton denied this.
"Southern Africa: Solutions or away from their jobs in
Dead End?" following the Johannesburg again today on
cook-out. He will answer the second day of a three-day
'ZURICH, Switzerland(AP)
7th and Main
questions
following
his strike protesting the white — Secretary of State Henry A.
government's racial policies. Kissinger flies to Tanzania
presentation.
But some of the strikers today on the first stage of a
meeting
monthly
The
is
FWC
.0C4.0S,
JO,
1FNDER
open to the public and for appeared to be returning to search for peace in southern
work. A spokesman for the Africa. A senior American
information call 753-3824.
Johannesburg Chamber of official aboard Kissinger's
aniunr
Commerce reported 70 to Si) plane said the secretary of
..C2
/04.Rig/get per cent of the city's 250,000 state in his new venture in
black workers stayed home shuttle diplomacy hopes to
Monday. Some companies convince three key leaders
Prices of stacks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
reported
70
per
cent that agreement on the form,
Tlmes by I. M.Simon Co. are as follows:
absenteeism again today, but forum and agenda for blackIndustrial Avg
-3.91
others said, more blacks white
negotiations
is
•
reported for work than on the necessary before the summer
Airco
32%
Amer Motors
444 uric
previous day. A black rains fall. The three men are
Ashland on
25% -14
newspaper reported that two Presidents Julius Nyerere of
A.T. & T.
GO% uric
_
Ford
•
-44
4.
blacks
were killed Monday Tanzania
and
Kenneth
Gen. Dynamiee-511
/
44 +4a
Let H & R Block teach you
when police opened fire on a Kaunda of Zambia and Prime
Gen. Motors
VW -44
Gen. Tire
234
group trying to sabotage Minister John Vorster of South
to prepare income tax returns.
Goodrich
28% -4
railway lines in Soweto.
Gun Oil .
2724 unc
Africa.

Rites Held Monday
For Murray Woman

English Test
To Be Given

(Continued from Page 1

Marshall Jones To
Speak, EVIF Meet

REWARD

Eat the food that nu.the West.
Win a Pinto as our guest.
MY 136AN 5 a

Purchase Area
Hog Market

.0.10111.10.11.
10

•
r •

rear '
CLL
.

coot over to Jerry's every Wed
night for the food the West loved
best.
Choose from two sizes of chores) stank
Barbecue chicken or beef. Smoked tau
sage and beans. And special Krristuf f.
After you've enjoyed the good things to
eat, you may win a prize to keep. Like a
1977 Ford Pinto or other prizes. Register
any Wednesday night 'tit Dec. 8, 1976 No
purchase necessary. -

S

Federal State Market News Service September 14, 1976
Kentucky Purchase Arts Hog Market
ReportInc:hada &Ong Stations
: Act. 4911 Eat. SOO Barrows &
IGttIctsetewer sows 1.011.2.00 lower
US 1-2140430 tbs.
*40.75-41.26
US 1.3200-240 lb..
840.50-40.75
US 2-4 240-260 lba.
839.75-40.50
US 3-4200-200 H..
838.75-30.75
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lb..
032.00-33.00
US 1-3390-45)On
0.12-00-33.00
US 1-3 4.50450 lbe.
$33.00-34.00
US 2-3 300-300 Ito
531.00-32.00
Boars 25.00-27.50

HUBBARD TO SPEAK
U. S. Congressman Carroll
Hubbard will be the guest
speaker at the quarterly
dinner meeting of the Jackson
Purchase Chapter of the
Retired Officers Association
at the Colonial House in
Murray at 8p. m. on Saturday,
Sept. 18.
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Every Wednesday night
South 12th Street

Foreign Roundup

FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN
Murray Branch

Unfinished

Furniture
15% Off

What can you do
when you want
extra money?
H&R Block knows income taxes, and how to teach you
to prepare income tax returns
We teach income tax preparation to people who have
a flair for dealing accurately with figures, and who
entoy working with the public, and who would like to
earn extra income in their spare time Over 350.000
students have graduated from our Income Tax Course
We teach classes in more than 2.000 communities
throughout the country There is almost certain to be a
class location and time satisfactory to you Job interviews available for best students Send for free info
,
-mation and class schedules today ,HURRYI

Contact the

Ill&R BLOCK

office nearest you

1025 Broadway
Paducah, Ky. 42001
Please send me free information about your tax peeps
ration course. I understand there is no obligation.
Name
Address_
City
State
Phone_
IMO

CLIP ANO MAIL TODAY w

ON

MO

Pennwalt
334 unc
Quaker Oats
7324 unc
Republic Steel
35% -fis
Singer
304 A.
Tappan
74 unc
Western Union
20 unc
Zenith
324
.unc
Prices of stock of kcal interest at noon EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan. Corp.. of
Murray,are as follows:

UNITED NATIONS, N.Y,
(AP) — President Ford's'
decision to block Vietnam's
entry into the United Nations
again was expected to unleash
a torrent of angry criticism
today from the Southeast
Heublein Inc.
49% unc
McDonald,Corp.
Asian nation's supporters on
574 -4
Ponderoas System....7% unc
the
Security
Counc I.
Kimberly Clark
37% +44
Union Carbide
Ambassador
64% -v.
William W.
W.R. Grace
264 -4 Scranton
announced
Texaco
in
274. unc
General Elec.
5446
Washington Monday after a
OAF Corp
13%
meeting with Ford that he
Georgia Pacific
33% .
/
3
4
Niter
would veto the Vietnamese
3114k
Jim Walters
314. -04
application
for
U.N.
Kirsch
154 unc
Eimer
membership because Hanoi
e4 +14
Franklin Mint
•
14 uric
has failed to account for about
800
Americans still listed as
# LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake,7 a.m. 355.5, missing in action (MIA)in
Vietnam.
The
Security
down 0.3.
Council is expected to vote on
Below dam 302.0, down 0.2.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 355.1, the Vietnamese application
late today or Wednesday. The
down 0.2.
Vietnamese contended that
Below dam 302.8, no cpange.

State Police Open
Local Base Offices
FRANKFORT, Ky.(Al') —
State police have opened local
base offices in Shelby, Scott
and Fayette counties in a pilot
program to bring officers
closer to the public.
The bases were put into
operation last week on a sixmonths trial period in rentfree space provided by the
county governments.
Police said if the program
proves successful it will be
expanded statewide as the
budget permits.
Eventually, police hope to,
have a toll-free telephone
number which citizens can use
to make reports or ask for
assistance.

House Paint Reg. 10.50

Latex White

Gal.$75
1

2 Gal. Containers

•
No Wax Floor Covering & Carpets Installed
Window Shades & Shudders
Fireplace Fixtures
Bath Room Accessories
—ALL AT OUR DECORATING CENTER—

Light
Fixtures
1/2

Price

Bel-Air Decor Store
S. 12th

753-3642

